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CITY EDITION

state, TmczizT

was decided to proceed with the
the very best of my ability to obtain
measures previously determined up
victory at the polls on November 7.
on.
I accept the nomination with, the full
approval of the platform which, you
Italy will provide for the safety of
have here adopted, and it shall be my
Italians and all other foreigners In
San Miguel County's Candidate Given Ovation When pleasure to defend and preach the
Tripoli and Cyrene, using to this end
al the means at her disposal. The
doctrine contained therein as enun
Platform Contains Clause Directed Against
Placed in Nomination; CharlesA. Spiess Presides elated
blockade of the entire coast of Triby the republicans here in
Proposition to Be Voted Upon With
as
convention assembled,, and the peoChairman and Hakes Elopoli and Cyreneaica will be undertakand
in
those
is
New
a
it
and
Mexico,
en
of
of
notification
immediately
ple
Little Blue Ballot" President
Is
quent Address Hany Candidates
this act will be sent to all neutral
policies so enunciated that I trust
Commended and Policy of
OF power.
in
that we will be enabled to obtain the OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Expect Long Night Session
OF HOSTILITIES
OPENING
approval of the electors of the new
New Mexico Clearly Defined
Italian Army Lands
state of New Mexico on November 7.
WAS MADE TODAY
If I am elected governor, I shall un
Malta, Sept. 29. (Bulletin) It is
4
4' 4- - dertake to the best of my ability tb
believed here that the Italians have
44 44-- 4.4-- 4 4 4' 4 4 4 4 4-4 41 4,4 4- - 4 4- - 4 4 4 4 4- - 4-see that the laws are faithfuly exo-- REPLY UNSATISFACTORY landed at Tripoli.
THE PROBABLE SLATE
There Is every reason to believe that the first republican state
cuted, and if we have bad laws the
?
REPUBLICAN STATE PLATFORM
convention will be in session until a late hour tonight. In accordance 4
to secure their repeal ITALY HAD DEMANDED RIGHT
Albanian Revolution Expected
The
way
of
of
New
quickest
republican
the
in convention
State
party
Mexico,
with a motion passed at the conclusion of last night's session the
TO
assembled at Las Vegas, renews its allegiance to the principles of that
will be through enforcement I shall
Chiasso,
Switzerland, Sept. 29.
big gathering was convened this morning at 11 o'clock. It was imCYR-ENOCCUPY TRIPOLI AND
party as enunciated in Its National Convention held at Chicago, in
have no enemies to punish nor
The Albanians are opportuning Gen
mediately adjourned until 3 o'clock this afternoon.
1908. We endorse and commend the wise and fearless administration
UNMOLESTED
The reason for this action is said to be that the candidates
eral Garabaldi to take advantage of 4' of President
friends to reward at the expense of
Taft, and particularly his veto messages in reference to 4 '
for nomination to several offices have so divided the vote that it was 4. the public. I will do my very best
the situation and organize anothet
piecemeal revision of the tariff at the late session of Congress. We
deemed impossible to arrive at a choice.
4 to carry out the promises ar.d
commend and thank President Taft for hip fearless and persistent
Albanian revolution In Turkey.
During the four hours the convention was in recess an effort 4
ON OLD TREATY
BASED
efforts
in
out
the
of
National
the
contained
carrying
pledges
iu
the
Republican
your
platform
plat
is said to have been made to reduce the number of candidates and
pledges
for the admission of New Mexico as a state.
determine upon a definite slate which will meet the approval of the 4 form.
Turkish Parliament Meets
We endorse the administration of the territorial affairs under
entire convention. This was deemed the wiser course to pursue. 4 If I am elected governor, I shall THE PORTE IN 1878 AGREED TO
29.
A
to
Cologne, Sept.
dispatch
Governor Mills as being honest, economical and to the best interests
To have attempted to continue this morning and endeavor to com
'
the Cologne Gazette from Berlin say
favor the passage of,, a corrupt pracof the territory.
GIVE ITALIANS PACIFIC
the ticket, would, according to several leading politicians, have 4
plete
We heartily commend our delegate in Congress, Hon. William
a decree was issued tonight convoking
tice act. There is nothing so de
been futitle.
ENTRY
H. Andrews for his faithful, honest and persistent efforts in our behalf, 4- the Turkish parliament at Constan
There is no dearth of candidates for every position on the list. 4 moralizing in politics as the use of
which contributed largely towards our success in securing the passage 4-There axe several men who are earnestly striving for nomination.
money in elections, and the sooner
tinople.
of
the necessary legislation to enable New Mexico to become a state. 4-- '
"
29.
Rome,
has
declared
Sept.
There are other men whose friends are boosting them for nomination 4 it is stopped the better, and I will
Italy
v
We favpr the continuance of the protective tariff on wool, woolwar on Turkey.
and who would .take the honors if they were thrust upon them.
The
an
official
f en fabrics and all other American products which come into competi- 4-There are other men who are mentioned for nomination who would 4 pledge you here that it shall be my nouncement was made late this af
tion in our markets, with the products of the cheap labor of foreign 4SENATOR CUMMINS
not accept any gift of any kind at the hands of the convention so 4- - effort to seek such legislation as will ternoon.
It declared that the two
countries, at such rates, as will afford protection to the American la- 4- to
of
state
this
assert.
the
guarantee
people
they
borers, a fair profit to the American producer and manufacturer, 4- For the position of lieutenant governor two candidates are 4- - honest elections, protection, the purity countries were in a state of war be4- and prevent unjust and excessive profits to trusts and monopolies.
ON HAND TODAY
being mentioned prominently. These are Malaqulas Martinez, the
and sanctity of the ballot and provide ginning at half past two o'clock on
4- an
We
to
in
believe
efficient
of
system
education
and,
public
present coal oil inspector, and Eufracio Gallegos. Mr. Gallegos says
the afternoon of Friday, September
"
4 the end that the youth of our state shall ever enjoy the best possible 4--.
4- - some method by which the voter may
he doesn't desire the nomination.
29.
f opportunities to educate and fit themselves for the proper and wise 4--4--;
to
enabled
vote
be
secretly without
The boom for nomination for congress started by some of the
This is the hour at which the Itali- EXTENDS BELATED GREETING TO
discharge of the duties of citizenship we pledge the Republican party
L. Bradford Prince, Is said to have assumed
friends of
lo
at
the
workers
polls watching
any
to the maintenance of the highest and' most efficient standard of public 4PRESIDENT TAFT IN DES
an
to
and
ultimatum
will
Is
Mr.
Prince
be
belief
expired,
Turkey
the
It
that
general
proportions.
large
see what ticket he is about to hand
schools.
f
IOWA.
a
selected. Ralp C. Ely of Deming has loomed upon the political horifollowed
at
session
cabinet
of
the
MOINES,
in to the election judges.
We favor an honest, economical and efficient administration of
an
is
who
zon as an opponent to
aspirant
Curry,
George
the affairs of our state.
If I am elected governor, it shall which the TuiWdsh reply was consid4- - for nomination for New Mexico s second seat in, the, national house
Des Moines, la., Sept 29. Presi- - 4
Recognizing that free and untrammeled suffrage is one of the
be my policy to urge and use what;-- , ered and found unsatisfactory.
of representantives.
George W. Prltchard of Lincoln county and B.
"Though every indication pointed to Taft received a welcome from many
strongest pillars in our social and political fabric, we pledge the ReS. Rodey, who recently returned from Alaska, are also sold to be
ever influence I may possess toward
publican candidates for the legislature to the enactment of appropriate
this, action by the royal government thousands of the citizens of Des
after the congressional nomination. Mr. Rodey Is a former delegate
securing a land policy. wJMcfc. will, en- there
legfs?at'on lklnsr to the 'preservation of the purity of the ballot and
was a' possibility, that the good J Molnea this
4, to
to congress front New Mexico. It is believed, however, that Mr,
lie
when
to
home
morning
began
builders,
able
homeseekers,
the free expression of the popular will; bo framed, however, that
.4-other
offices
of
be
would
Curry has the lead upon any of his opponents.
governments
Sensecond
tour.
the
Iowa
of
his
Its practical operation, no, citizen of this state shall ever be dein
the
at
day
4
obtain small tracts of land
4- For positions on the board of corporation commissioners there
hostilities
in
successful
and
avoiding
of his right of suffrage.
4
ator
leader
the
prived
of
Cummins,
frame
a
progressive
in
80
who
The
men
are
terms.
35
to
most
reasonable
receptive,
public
to
from
be
said
are
We pledged our candidates. In the performance of'lhe duty
final decision of the cabinet who was conspicuously absent from 4,
when
the
Secundino
friends.
his
mentioned
to
is
Jaffa
by
being
mind. Nathan
lands of this state which belong
was announced
the excitement the state reception committee yester- 4 imposed by the constitution, on the subject of honesty and purity of 4-it, the con- Romero can have a commisslonership if he will ask for E.
land grants and to forest reserves
4 elections, to the prompt enactment of truly progressive legislation,
A. Miera
and
Martinez
a
man.
to
was intense.
Malaquias
vention being for lim
day, greeted Mr. Taft at his train.
one-hal-f
of the en- throughout the city
4 including a' corrupt practices act, which shall provide every
nearly
represent
are also mentioned.
Throughout the earlier hours of the
Mr.
Taft's
address
the
at
4 known to modern legislation for the secrecy of the ballot and the 4- nominare
principal
state.
be
There
of
will
area
the
Robert
tire
Ervien,
It is pretty well conceded that
edihad
issued
the
papers
4
special
day
be
will
was
to
Coliseum
devoted
the
Mirabal
reSilvestre
peace 4- expression at the polls of the independent will of each individual voter 4- those who say that we ought to
ated for commissioner of public lands.
without any hampering requirements as to thenform of such expresA. Otero,
tions announcing that the Italian fleet treaties.
a
as
future
lands
be nominated for territorial treasurer, it is said. Miguel
tain the
heritage was
sion which tend only to the advantage of what is known as machine
4
treasurer.
for
mentioned
also
is
of
the
in
Mexico,
New
sight
of
moving
plain
former governor
and for future generations, that we
renomin- 4
politics and of the men ho make a business thereof; and that such
will
be
territorial
lively
auditor,
coast
the
and
G.
of
present
W.
intimating that
Sargent,
Tripoli
shall provide for full and complete publicity of all political
4
legislation
should lease them all, represent sort
4- war might be declared at any mo- ORDERS FOR BIG
HU.
4- campaign expenses, both before and after election, with severe penalT
T
"
if
and
of
landlord
tenantcy;
policy,
' '
'
ment
,
4 ' ties for corruption and bribery of voters, or excessive expenditure of 4we are to produce this policy, how
for
4 money for political purposes, whether by. or for, candidates
of
minister
The
foreign affairs,
"
in con- can we expect to obtain immigraSTRIKE ARE ISSUED 4 public office.
To Holm O. Bursum, Socorro coun- Ham H. Andrews, delegate
Dl San Giulalno,
the
received
We pledge our party to the enactment of laws 'to provide for
4
for his work in the interest of tion from other states. I say to you, Turkish
ty sheepman and leading politician, gress,
reply from the Turkish amand independence of the Judiciary from; political in- -'
the
4
an
separation
wherever
fellow
citizens
that
my
statehood.
the
"
has fallen the honor of heading
bassador this morning and immediatefluences.
4
to
DEpromade
be
land
acre
bt
itself
INTERNATIONAL
PRESIDENTS
may
further fledged
The
4assoWe favor the enactment of compulsory compensation laws 4first state ticket ever nominated by
his
to
went
with
conference
ly
where it may be made to proCIDE TO CALL OUT SEVERAL
4 coupled with a wise plan of industrial insurance, so that employes 4the republicans of New Mexico. At to the mintenance of the protective duce,
in the ministry. It is undera family and a home, a dis- ciates
for
continuance
vide
wool
on
the
and
tariff
4
engaged in hazardous occupations, or their families, may receive .4which
convention
THOUSAND MEN.
a session of the
stood that the Ottoman government
state
the
made
should
4
prompt compensation for injuries or deaths without the delays, inbe
as
as
well
by
.schools
of
position
good public
continued well into the early hours
conceded Italy's economic
4- justice and expense of the present system.
completely
to give every encourageof this morning, Mr. Bursum was improvement upon the educational government
claims in Tripoli but evaded a direct
While the question of the manner in which Republicans should
Kansas City, Sept. 29. Following 4
A clause ment toward the home builder, the
blue-ballamendment to our constitution
nominated for the high and honor- system wherever possible.
answer demanding by this ' govern- a conference here today between 4 vote upon the
was included in the resolutions to man with a family, and build up the
yet, we regard the
able office of governor.
had set forth in Its ulti- Presidents J. A. Franklin and M. F. 4 shall not be regarded as a test of party fealty,
which
ment,
vote .thereon, after our 4land
we
should
the
make
that
be
should
productive
4
requirement
country,
the
effect
congressional
that
legislation
for
nomination
governor
Before the
matum that Turkey must say that she Ryan, of the Boilermarkers and Car- 4- constitution has been ratified
maka
Reby a majority of over 18,000, as an unwhich is now
occurred . the convention adopted a passed compelling publicity in
not resist the proposed occu- men's unions, respectively, the two 4 warranted Interference with the right of
would
and a reamount of money expend- taxable property where we have none
on the intelligence of the people of our state, who should be
of
and
strong platform recommended by the gard to the
flection
Cyrene.
to
the
strike
orders
men
out
Tripoli
sent
pation
ed by candidates during campaigns. now, and better than all provide a
their
committee on resolutions. The res
Instead the Porte sent a concilia members of their unions this after- 4 allowed to amend the constitution which they have created in volunlaws were place where our neighbors from the
own way, and at their own time; and until so amended by the
4
note
further
carmen
luljlons commended President Taft Compulsory compensation
delays.
nd 6,000
noon. About 15,000
suggesting
by
east may come and build homes and tory
4 tary act of the people we declare that the republican party stands
for Mb assistance in securing state- also recommended.
It was known that at the same time boiler makers are affected.
was adopted by the convention, and ratified
as
it
constitution
that
com4
state
and
a
O.
H.
make
Bursum
prosperous
Speech of
hood for New Mexico and for his
transmitted a note to the
connection, we invite attention to the fact 4
Strike to Start Tomorrow.
4 by the people. In this
In acceptin? the nomination Mr. monwealth. That, my friends, Is my Turkey in which it assumed that she
blue-ballamendment, there is no limit to the
veto of the measures for the piecethe
that
proposed
4
29.
on
by
powers
the
Shopmen
Chicago, Sept.
'
intention with reference to the lands
be proposed at any one time, so
which
of
amendments
may
number
4
as
meal revision of the tariff at the last Bursum said:
the
injured Harriman lines and the Illinois Cenrepresented herself
the!
Mexico.
New
of
We
state
the
of
session
of
may become the equivalent of a
each
legislature
that
4
WilGentlemen of the Convention, for
session of congress. Governor
and by influence, at least, tral will go on strike at 10 o'clock toparty
constitution may be changed
the
enterconstitutional
whereby
convention,
4
s
liam J. Mills was commenaed for his this confidence I thank you. I ac- should encourage Irrigation
sought their intervention. The royal morrow morning, according to a 4 from beginning to end; and that all the
placed around
of
areas
are
There
great
efficient administration, as was Wil- cept the nomination, and shall do prises.
decided to stand abso-- statement by J. 'Vfe Kline, president 4 the right of suffrage and other sacred rights of our people by our
government
Irwhich, may be
land
constitutional convention which
utely by the ultimatum of yesterday, of the Blacksmiths'
union. Thi 4 constitution can be taken away by aof the blue-ballamendment by
called under the provisions
rigated and, made valuable by the in the absence of the reply called for
be
4
may
strike order was issued and the time 4 a bare majority of those voting thereon; and we urge every voter who
pumping systems. I believe that it to declare Italy and Turkey in a
set this morning after a conference 4, has the public welfare at heart to vote against the amendment
is the duty of the state to encourstate of war from the hour that the with the five union presidents.
We pledge the republican party to take the necessary steps,
4
age these things.
V as provided in the constitution, to eliminate from Section 5, Article
ultimatum of 24 hours expired.
I
think that
We need good roads.
4 XXI thereof, the clause prescribing certain qualifications for memCHICAGO LIVE STOCK
the state of New Mexico is more in
4 bers of the legislature and state officers.
Trouble Is Not New
29. Cattle receipts 4
In order that each property owner shall bear his Just share, and
Chicago
Sept.
need of good roads than anything
The trouble between Turkey and estimated at
slow 4 no more of the burdens of taxation, we pledge our party to a cor2,000; market
else that I can think of at this time.
culminated
afternoon
was
this
rection of the evils and inequalities' of the present system of assessand weak. Beeves, $4.758.15; Texas
Good roads are an essential to the Italy
ment of property for taxation, and to that end we favor the assessin declaration of war at Rome dates
western
steers,
commerce
as
of
steers, 4$4.306V00;
transaction
ment of all property at its actual value, with such limitations on
4
back to 1878 when, with the making
stockers and. feeders,
We have the rich mining
the tax rates" as shall prevent state, county, or municipal extraof the treaty concluding the Russo-Turkls- $.257.0O; cows and
heifers, 2.00($ 4 vagance.
$3.255.65;
camps situated long distances away
war, the powers are under
We pledge the republican party to the' prqpervatjin and con4
6.20; calves, $6.009.50.
from the railroad, but have no means stood to haVe
to
Italy
of our great land donations made by congress, so that they
servation
permit
agreed
4
at
15,000,
If. they had good
Hogs Receipts estimated
of transportation.
be continuing sources of revenue to the state for the purposes
shall
4
a pacinc penetration 01 Tripoli.
market strong to 5 cents up. Light,
roads it would help build up the
4 for which the lands have been given.
Turkey claims that this right has
$6.056.80: 4
country, it would help bring In the been respected ever since. Italy has $6.106.75; . mixed,
4- .
44- - 4.
4
capital. If we had our roads so that colonized Tripoli until her interests in heavy, $5.806.70; rough, $5.80
ft.
,
...
.
6.05
,
C.05; good to choice heavy,
the eastern people could be able to
that African province are very great.
bulk of sales,
A BANKER ARRESTED.
visit the richest portions of our state, She has asserted, however, that her 6.70; pigs,
ANCIENTS ON JAUNT..
'
$6.106.55.
in many instances situated long disthe
been
mistreated
have
by
subjects'
Sheep receipts estimated at 6,000;
tances away from the railroads; if Ottoman authorities and
constantly market slow, weak. Native, 2.25
they were enabled to come In with discriminated against.
Cincinnati, O., SepL 29. A warrant
Boston, Mass., Sept, 29. The mem4.00 western, $2.754.10; yearlings,
automobiles and other conveyances
for
the arrest of T. F. McClure, presior$3.854.60; lambs, native, $4.006; bers of Boston's famous military
it would assist very materially toward
of the Metropolitan Bank and
dent
HonorFleet Ordered to Action
western, $4.
ganization, the Ancient and
bringing in capital, and toward build;
Trust
minister
believed
The
of
marine
is
company, was sworn out today
able Artillery company, left the city
ing up the state. I am in favor of
"
who (barged him with
FOWLER
IS
DELAYED.
to
sent
to
wireless
orders
the
have
depositors,
by
every encouragement toward the
today for a trip to Bermuda, where
J'r-rft depositor
Italian fleet off Tripoli to act immemoney
Gap, Cal., SepL 29. AviEmigrant
receiving
of
In
I
roads.
am
of
favor
building
a
ator Fowler was delayed this morn- they are to be entertained during
after he knew th- - bank was insoldiately.
This action followed a meeting of ing by a cylinder water Jacket week's visit by the British military vent. The bank v .3 closed by state
CHAHLtS A. SPIESS
and civil officials.
cabinet at 11 o'clock at which it whiph sprung a leak.
on
the
examiners on September 18.
Continued
Convention
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LAS VEGAS DAIL

iillODlSfSOPEN
THEIR ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

C. O. Beckman and M. O. Stockland;
Keneral reference, M- - O. Stockland.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS!
Ed. LeBreton, B. F. Summers; memw
acbook
collecting
C.
F.
Lucas;
oirs,
counts, E. L. Baker; Epworth League,
Warranty Deeds
H. Van Valkenburg, Bernard Gibbs,
TJ. S. A. to Casimira E. Quintana,
C. J. Dickey.
1910, 160 acres in sec. 32, twp.
Immediately following the election Jan. 6,
25.
R.
18,
of
committers the English mission

I

the

OPTIC,

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

INFLAM

29,

'V.

1911.

Oim STORE WILL BE CLOSED ALL

DAY MONDAY

MA TON

......

ffV,,..

Casamlria E. Quintana to Daniel
Laurabach April 19, 1909, sec. 32 twp.
18 R. 25. Consideration $1.
BISHOP WILLiAM XJUAYLE AND
Ed Efl Raynolda et al to Cora L.
'
MANY PROMINENT CLERGY18, 1911,
Mann Bailey, September
MEN PRESENT.
E.
Pinkham's
Cured
by Lydia
lots 1, 2, 3, blk. 1 Pablo Baca addi
Consideration $1.
tion.,
Vegetable
Compound.
With
29
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept.
Mannle Detterick et al to W .F.
SATURDAY
attendId
EVENING, 7:30 TO 9:30
A.
William
Quayle
Bishop
18 and 18 blk. 48 Buena
Creston. Iowa. " I was troubled for
lots
White,
misance, the New Mexico English
pains
Vista Town Co. addition. Considera- a loiig time with inllanimation,
in my siae, sick
Tomorrow closes the First State Convention. It has been unusually interesting to the menfolk. But
sion organized yesterday In the local
tion $1.
headaches and nerMethodist church Immediately fol
convention of more than usual interest to the
tomorrow night 7i30 to 9i30 we will hold a
vousness. I had taCleofes Martinez to Juanita Rodrimedilowing the conference Joint sacraso
ken
many
guez, Sept 1, 1911. land in precinct
women of Las Vegas.
cines that I was
mental service. In which both the Visa.
11 a. m., address by Bishop William No. 64. Consideration.
and
discouraged
branches
American and the Spanish
,
This convention will take the form of cur usual After Supper Sale, with values unprecedented, And
would
William Porter Mills to C. V Hodg-cockthought I welL
took part. While tie attendance is A. Quayle.
A
never
Lo15
get
blk.
7
lot
So bring them along.
2 p. m., business session, Spanish
there will be something to inerest the men. too.
They'll enjoy it and appreSept.16, 1911,
not exceptional yet all of the memfriend told me of
Consideration
addition.
renzo
conference.
Lopez
Lydia E. Pinkham's
ciate the good company theyll find here.
bers are not yet present and by to- mission
2:30 p. m., meeting Spanish lay $755.75.
"Vegetable Commorrow a goodly representation is
pound and It
M. E. church,
Our After Supper Sale No. 29 occurs tomorrow evening 7i30 to 9s30 and will be no exception to
Pedro Ludos to Barbara Arias, July
me to health.
expected. It is certain that a very electoral conference,
No. 5, ConIn
land
190,
30,
Barelas.
precinct
more
I have no can the unequalled bargain events of a similar character which we have had in the past. Come.
Instructive session will be held.
for- sideration $390.
and
home
nerves
woman's
3:30
are
m.,
stronger and I
pain,
p.
Eiy
of
the
In the organization
English
do my own work. Lydia E. Pinkham's
anniverLas
of
Vegas
societies
Board
Trustees
of
mission the following officers were eign missionary
Vegetable Compound cured me after
,
grant to Adolfo Padllla, May 4, 1910. everything else had failed, and I recHev. E. C. Anderson..- - Las sary.
elected:
8 p.
Delfida Gonzales to Juan Garcia, ommend it to other suffering women."
lecture, 'Shylock and DaVegas, secretary; Dr. Addis Albro,
D. D., Juan Garcia, August 7, 1911, 40 acres
Mrs. Wm. Seals 605 W. Howard St.,
A.
William
Quayle,
vid,"
Bishop
Columbus, assistant secretary; Rev.
Iowa.
Creston,
$1.
Consideration
Co.
37c
D.
in San Miguel
.
H. Van Valkenburg, RoswelL treas- LL.
Thousands
of unsolicited and genu
are:
Poole
Laura
ux
to
A.
H."
et
today
members
Harris
The
present
asine testimonials like the above prove
urer; Rev. E. L. Baker, ifrench,
rWomen's Musllnr; Drawers of
C. J. Wright, August 28, 1911, lots 24 and the
Women's long lisle Gloves, all sizes, either black
good quality, with
efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
sistant treasurer; Rev. C. F. Lucas, E C. Anderson, Las Vegas;
'
'
made
is
which
Considera
Stockland,
O.
M.
Dr.
Addition.
25
1,
Pablo
blk
Vegetable
Compound,
Dickey,
Raton;
or whitei worth 65c and 75c per pair, for our
tucked and hemstitched ruffles, worth 35c
Tucumcarl, statistician; B. P. Sumexclusively from roots and herbs.
T.
A. Windsor, Estancia;
Silver
$1.
tion
City;
assistant
mers, Santa Fe,
statistician;
After Supper Sale
per pair, for our'After Supper Sale ..... 24c
Women who suffer from those dis
37c
Frank
Stewart Van Vliet to Mrs. L. A.
C. E. Lindquist, Nara visa, confer- H. Van Valkenburg, Roswell;
ills should not lose sight of
tressing
LindE.
in
acres
Whiting, Santa Rosa; Cyrus
Harvey, June 5, 1911, 160
these facts or doubt the ability of Lydia
ence postmaster.
see. 2 twp. 18 R. 12. Consideration E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
The following men were received quist, Nara Visa Ed LeBreton,
restore their health.
E. L. Baker, French; Dr. S $3300.00.
from other conferences and welcomed
35c Four-In-Hen- d
65c
a
Candela-rlMethodist
write
suoerintendent
R
to
Retts.
If von wfint, snecial advice Mass.
Eleuteria O. Vigil et al
into the mission: Dr. S. Alonzo
to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn,
Bernard
Okla.,
Vigil, April 20, 1911, 85 acres of She will
'Women's Outing Flanhel Gowns, full size and
Men's
Ties.ln an excellent variety of
as
Bright, from Kansas conference; Dr. hospital, Ciuthtije,
treat your
F.
C.
Lucas,
land. Consideration $100.
For 20 years
M. O. Stockland from North Minne- Gibbs, El Paso, Texas;
confidential.
strictly
full length worth 35c
trimand
made
and
with
colors,
patterns
cuffs,
width,
good
yoke
she has been helping sick women
Quit Claim Deeds
sota conference; Rev. LV F. Athey Tucumcarl; B. F. Summers, Santa
our
won
After
for
Sale
85c
with
As
ot
braid
worth
i
each,
A.
med
Supper
in this way, free cnarge.
each, special.
12Jc
5c
E. E. Johnson et al to Chas.
from Oklahoma conference; Rev. C. Fe; C. O. Beckman, Albuquerque.
once.
hesitate
at
write
entire
in
acres
membership
the
360
before
stated,
"
Spiess, Sept 11, 1911,
E. Lindquist from East Swedish conis not yet present Visitors to the sec. 23 and 26 twp. 16 R. 20.
ference.
Bach-aracare: Rev. A. McDole, super
mission
E. E. Johnson et al to Simon
The further organization entailed
Kansas
in
conference,
Couth
land
annuate,
1911,
11,
al
et
Sept.
the election of the following commit
San Miguel Co. Consideration $1.
tees: Bible cause, C. F. Lucas and and B. W. Clark, of Silver City.
4-LABOR NOTES
Charles A. Spiess et als to Isaac
T. A. Windsor; periodicals, C. O.
Bacharach et al Sept 9, 1911, land In
Beckman and C. H., Baddington; pub.Inspector Dicki Did you discover
lication and press, Central Christian any irregularities in. the city hall? San Miguel Co. Consideration $1.
There are fifteen trade unions In
Adolfo Padilla et ux to Peter Roth
advocate, C. E. Lindquist; California Inspector Sharp Yes; four of the
China.
Rosenwald
Christian Advocate, J. M. Shlmer; employes were at work.
New
Sept 20, 1911, 80 acres in sec. 29, twp.
Linotype operators in Tokio, Japan,
Consideration $1.
17 R. 16.
Evening Herald, E. LZ Baker; Moraearn only 45 cents a aay.
ine Journal, C. J. Dickey, auditing, E.
M exico s
There are said to be fewer suicides
not
are
heaven
1
in
made
Matches
AN EXCELLENT PICTURE
C Anderson and C. J. Dickey; apporBlock
othe:
How .Tnlia Ward Howe came to among miners than among any
tionment of superlntendents's claims, to te made light of.
claBS
of
workmen.
ReLeading
write "The Battle Hymn of the
The average rate of wages through
public," the effect it had on the pa
'
1
triotic men of the dargest days of the out the Chinese empire is probably
Plaza
Store
ESTABLISHED-- 1Q6&
a
is
cents
In
It
day.
probabl;
In
Japan
Civil war, and the part It played
ess.
In
India nuch
the life ot Abraham Lincoln, will be not .more, and
Eighty-fiv- e
per cent of the death ri
In a spendid Vitagraph picdepicted
Malaria is a disease which gradually destroys the strong, nourish- ture at the Photoplay1 theather to- - in the membership of the InternationThe pic al Metal Polishers' Duffers, Platers' has been met by the Southern Sawin jr elements of the Wood. When Hie malarial poison Degins io ausuru
union
- ijliiht and tomorrow night.
mill Operators association by shutrinh rod cornuscles of the circulation, we see pale, sallow com- ture was given ,lts initial run at tUe and Brass and Silver, Workers'
to
tuberculosis.
Wood
becomes
are
the
ma
health
chargeable
at
of
the
of the largest
ting down twenty-fou- r
plexions' and a general
99
Photoplay this afternoon
The San Francisco Labor Council
and
an
Instantaneous
made
and discharge of all men and
and
tinee
raua,
plants
weaker tne appeme
Trades the statement that other mills will be
boils and erupt.ons break
impression. Everybody knows will assist the Cascade County
fever are frequent, and in aggravated cases
to cure lasting
the
ev- and Labor assembly of Montana in colsed
and
way
only
blood
is
Ward
Howe;
Malaria
of
poverty,
Julia
flesh.
the history
by ther mill owners Is reducout on the
is equa
knows at least a few words compiling a complete list of statistics ing them to a condition of peonage,
erybody
the trouble is to airich and, purify the circulation. Nothmg
to the cure of of the grand old hymn which she regarding the cost of living and wag- and that now is as
good a time as
to S.S.S. as a blood purifier, and it is especially adapted
and while composed. The moving pictures de es In every large city of the United
any to bring about a change of
malarial troubles because it contains no harmful minerals, the
entire
S.S. 5. builds up
Mrs. States.
pict wonderfully the time when
ridding the system of fte malarial germs If
are suffering with Howe, then a young woman, was in
effects.
During the last six months there
you
tonic
fine
its
constitutor! by
f
this
of
been an increase of three thouhas
weakening
rid
yourself
MERGER CABLE COMPANIES
spired In her sleep to write the battle
Mala a begin the use of S.S.S. and
sent
free
desired
of
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in
advice
medical
sand
membership
beautiful
and
a
Wood
is
film
29.
any
At special
Book on the
London, Sept.
hymn. The
disease
stores.
filiated with the Los Angeles Labor
held today the stockholders of
tion, inspiring patriotism and lofty
to all who write and request it, S. S.S. is sold at drug
- Handled Exclusively in Las
and the total .ncrease since the
Vegas
Cable and Direct
thoughts In the hearts and minds of council,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
a
total
1910, is 7,216, making
United States Cable companies gave
everybody who sees it The picture June 1,
by
men in the city of
is a worthy one and those who en- of 14,329 union
their approval to the proposed lease
'
Los
should
Angeles.
of their companies to the Western
joy real high grade photoplays
The fatal accident rate in the Min- Union
not miss It.
Telegraph companies. Under
nesota mines has steadiy fallen from the
arrangement the two
proposed
a 7.5 for each one thousand men ' emcable companies will be operated In
Many a man carries things with
In 1906 to 4.05 for each one
direct connection with each other
high hand who never piayea ponei ployed
v
in 1910, in spite of the rapid
thousand
In his life.
and with the Western Union land sysdevelopment of the industry and the tem, bringing the eight cables of the
Everyone recognizes
Superiority of these
large importation of unskilled mine three companies under one control.
state.
labor into the
brands Even our Competitors
The Associated Iron Molders ot WISCONSIN HISTORIANS
MEET
WITH Scotland have increased their memALMOST
I
Prairie du Chlen, Wis., Sept. 29.
bership to eight thousand and report Prairie du Chlen, one of the most hi
an arrangement whereby piece work torlc
points In the northwest, is en
ECZEI
ers secured an Increase ot IVt per
for two days the annual
tertaining
cent, in piece wages, and an increase
of the Wisconsin State His
meeting
Fast. of 25 cents weekly for all workers torical and Archaeological society.
Began with Itching. Spread
less than $9.00 per week.
Cried
Night drawing
Following an informal meeting this
Fingers Fairly Bled.
The
system, against which
padrone
the visitors spent the after
and
morning
Cuticura
Soap
and Day. Tried
the United States Immigration autho noon
the ruins of Fort
inspecting
Cured.
Was
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Entirely
Ointment
rities and various philanthropic and
Crawford, the Astor trading post and
reform bodies have contended for other
points of historical Interest.
all over
"Eight years ago I got eczema
many years, prevails among the
It
My fingers fairly bled and
my hands.
Greek bootblacks of Detroit, accord
Itched until It almost drove me frantic.
KENTUCKY W. C. T. U.
he eruption Degaii
ing to the findings of a young Greek
H
skin.
the
under
itching
Hopkinsville,
Ky.,'Sept. 29. White &
investigator employed by the state
spread fast from between
ribboned delegates from all over the
the fingers around the nails
commissioner.
labor
and all over the whole
an
Tenant fanners in the state of Tex state gathered here today for the
hands. I got a pair of
or
to
nual
convention
of
the
Kentucky
rubber gloves In order
till
Some habits one should want to break and
Then it as, who, according to statistics,
wash dishes.
Christian
of
Women's
the
ganization
side
spread aU over the left
about 80 per cent ot the soil, have
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
doctor
fine
A
ofmychesU trouble two
Temperance union. Beginning with
treated the
caught the organizing spirit of the a
no
me
did
the
welcome
good.
demonstration
but
'weeks,
tonight
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
I cried night and day. times and have begun the formation sessions of the
convention will be conThen I decided to tryn of a renters' union, which will hold
good habit anyone can have. '
Cuticura Soap and
tinued until next Tuesday.
,
htit without much
state
convention
at
Waco,
a
Texas,
I
ThflTft W&samarkea
..BTh.(tDftnaenlnnir
Anyone who will read each day The
next month. All land renters and
and so on until I was
change the second day,Cuticura
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Soap we have
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in
home,
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afu r that lesson that it inis a cheap soap
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and the very best
Me.,
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quality.
price will
then
f.nnH
iisonn other soao in his Bhavingmug.
session of th on
sed by the recent
follows up the "lead." will
"BARRIER" SUCCESS PLEASES AUTHOR
big game hunting In Maine will be
Cuticura Soap and no
"I have always used
surely get quick
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and he has never .had
a
difficult
Washington
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work
hU
for
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baby,
a
other
with
my
production
author
an
at
lifted
tomorrow
stage
success.
To please
as
night,
midnight
chafe
even
not
does
He
kind.
sore of any
constitutional
the
other
by.
Supe
succeeded
all
Co.
day
has
owing
babies do. I feel that it is
and hundreds of sportsmen are almt
feat, yet Ernest Shipman, the manager of "The Barrier"
Soap for he is tine and healthy,
to Cuticura
The Want Ad. Habit is the one
rior Judge John P. Main, at Seattle.
whorl fivn mnnthfl nlri Won a DriZe in ft
so well in this respect that Rex Beach, has agreed to two companies ot
ready in camp or on their way to the
habit tha
contest. It makes my heart ache to go Physicians testified that It was no
has
will help people to get what
baby
furthermore
and
given
next
season,
launched
who
have
Guides
faced
sweet
Barrier"
a
see
hunting
"The
grounds.
being
into so many homes and of
want
they
when
its head a solid Injurious for women to work nine or been in the woods
with the whole top
baby
want it.
report
Mr. Shipman the first refusal of the draamtic rights to his latest serial,
recently
they
n co ..f cMirf cmtcpri hv the use of Door soap.
a
court
but
ten
hours
the
day,
upheld deer to be unusually plentiful this
i"f"
mmmmpnri f.ntlplirA. Vn.l nine
the "Ne'er Do Well."
limes out of ten the next time I see the mother
the constitutionality of the aw.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The
by the No. 1 comyear.
The desirable towns in the west will be
she says 'Ohl I am so glad you told me of
Opt 1C.
Mrs. G. A. Selby,
Brother
of
the
The
Cuticura.1"
cover
(Signed)
organization
to
will
be
two
organized
.
number
a
company
nnnHn TlMi-h- Cal. Jan. 15. 1911. for sala hood of Timber Workers in western
pany next season, while
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
.
the Eastern and middle states.
the world, but to those who Louisiana and eastern Texas, to rem
elab-at- e
throughout
Many a girl develops int oan old
to
the
management
and are withhas
' The excellent business done
encouraged
have suffered much, lost hope liberal
sample
in
because she has been too busy
a
in
which
maid
have
faith
evils
treatment,
out
any
grown up
Therefore
booklet on the edy
of each together with
the scenic effects and engage a much' stronger company.
RT&lD WUt
riA iNxjImant nt thn
store
and
attract-tionthe
company
work,
that
quarrels to find time to pick
picking
mainly
"The Barrier" will prove one of 'the coming sepson's strongest
be mailed free, on application. Address Pot
a husband.
ter Drug 4 them. Corp., Dept. 24A. iJostou. and the "check" system of payment
adjourned to I p. m, while the Spanish mission conference proceeded ta
organize.
A rare treat will be the lecture tonight In the' church by Bishop
Quayle on "Shylock and David." This
lecture is given by and for the Epworth League and Is considered to
be a lecture calculated to bring out
the best of the speaker's ability.
Friday's program: 8:30 a. m., de
votions, Rev. C. E. Lindquist, Nan.
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WANT OUT OF

LONDON ELECTS MAYOR.
London, Sept. 29. Having been an
alderman for 13 years and filled the
efflce of sheriff for one term, Sir
Thomas Boor Crosby, wealthy mer

TEACHERS
A

chant and financier, today went
through the solemn farce of being
elected Lord Mayor of the city of
He will be formally InLondon.
stalled In office on November 9, when
the
pageant known as
SAYS THREE the "Lord Mayor show" will take ASK

THE PEN

ISSUE

STATEMENT
TO

PRESS

time-honore- d

WARDEN ROMERO
SAN MIGUEL MEN HAVE
FOR PAROLE.

'

AID OF NEWSPAPERS IN
BRINGING BIG CROWD TO
SANTA FE.

place.

Unlike all other great municipalities, London's lord mayor is not
SanU Fe, N. M., Sept. 29. War- chosen by the people, though there Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 29.
den Cleofes Romero of the state peni- was &i time some 300 or more years The department of education was
were elected a busy place yesterday and Chief
tentiary has issued the following ago when they really
statement of the names of those by the citizens. But the aldermen, Clerk Rupert F, Asplund was at
who are elected for life, decided that work on many matters including the
prisoners who wish, to be released:
Luis Torres, sentenced from Grant a position so exalted as that of lord drafting of an appeal to the newsnot be thrown open to papers of New Mexico to aid in givcounty to serve 99 years for murder mayor should
Esteban Cantou, Sentenced from outsideers and made dependent on ing publicity to the meeting of the
Colfax county to serve one year to popular favor. So they fixed things New Mexico educational association
up so that every alderman, if he live in Santa Fe November 16.
two years for robbery.
The appeal is as follows:
Antonio Ortiz, sentenced from San long enough, is assured of becoming
when his turn comes.
To The Newspapers.
Miguel county to serve one to twi lord mayor
'We are sending you this announceyears for unlawfully branding a When Sir Thomas Vesey Strong was
elected last year, Sir Thomas Crosby ment of the meeting of the Educahorse.
John Lee, sentenced from Eddy was "next," and now it is his turn tional association .in the hope that
to take the civic chair.
you will find space for it in some
county, to serve one to two years.
The system pleases the aldermen issue during the next few weeks. It
Louis Giese, sentenced from San
not make much difference was originally planned to hold ' the
Miguel county to serve from one to and does
to anybody else. The oaice of lord meeting on November
two years , for embezzlement
but the exFrank J. Willing, sentenced from mayor has long since been shorn of ecutive committee decided to postBernalillo county to serve from one its once great powers . and had be- pone it two weeks on account of the
come a mere figurehead billet, election to be held November 7.
to two years for burglary.
The New Mexico Educational assoFrank C. Mitchell, sentenced from though it is invested with more ficBernalillo county to serve from one titious dignity than any other post ciation was established in 1886, holdto two years for larceny rrom dwell in England. No more violent con- ing its first meeting 'in Santa Fe. It
trast Is to be found the world over is quite appropriate, therefore, the
ing.
Burton D. Pennington, sentenced than that existing between the var- twenty-firs- t
anniversary should also
Twenty-flv- 3
from Bernalillo county to serve from ious duties of the lord mayor. The- be held in anta Fe.
one to two years for burglary of shop oretically, at least, the King of Great years' of educatinal progress Ho beBritain and Ireland and Emperor of hind us and a future bright with, eduand . larceny therefrom.
Francisco Munoz, sentenced from India cannot enter the city of Lon- cational promise before us. At the
Otero county to serve two to four don without his consent Yet he close of the territorial period, it ia
spends a considerable part of each appropriate to take a look backward,
years for larceny.
Antonio Villilobos, sentenced from day dispensing justice upon rh? in tj examine closely our present school
Otero county to serve two to four ebriates and other petty offenders conditions and to plan broadly end
who have broken the peace of the
years for larceny.
wisely for the training of the future
John Aragon, sentenced from San square mile of territory over which citizens of our great commonwealth.
Miguel county to serve nine to he rules. In addition to his tluties The central idea of the meetings of
as a magistrate he is required to at the
eighteen months for. imweny from
association, will be, therefore,
tend probably 500 public and semi- ' Our Schools as
dwelling.
they have been, are,
Jack O'Downe, sentenced from public dinners, balls, receptions and and may be.
Luna county to serve one to two meetings of various kinds during the
At the meeting held last year at
year he spends in the high office. I.as Vegas the association enrolled
years, for forgery.
Park Edmondson, sentenced from For these duties he receives a salary ?A( members and tiree years ago at
Chavez county to serve from one equal to that of the president of "he Albuquerque, 250. The association is
year to 18 months for larceny of United States and twice as much as glowing rapidly therefore, and we
that) of the prime minister o Great
cattle.
that the Santa Fe meeting will
,
C. Harris, sentenced from Dona Britain.
show an enrollment of 500. Many of
Perhaps it is as well that tho lord he teachers will want to take adAna county to serve one year to 18
mayor nowadays does not possess vantage of this opportunity to visit
months for drawing deadly weapon.
Juan Reyes Valencia, sentenced the supreme power of some jf bis the capitol of the state and the moat
from Sandoval county to serve one early predecessors. The mayor vho interesting, town in the southwest.
did fealty to Henry III, for instance, The railroads are
to two years for manslaughter.
making lower rates
had
the temerity to add,., "My lord. than ever before. Hotel accommodafrom
sentenced
G.
Davis,
Jaspeh
Chavez county to serve one year to so long as you unto us will be i fjoid tions will be adequate and the rates
lord and king, we will be faithful and reasonable. Santa Fe will prove her
18 months for larceny of cattle.
unto you." Then thorn was self
George A. Humbird, sentenced from duteous
hospitable and all will be most
Torrance county to serve one year the Norman mayor who, bstn;; inter- heartily welcomed.
to 15 months for assault with deadly rupted by a member of the mob v hen
The Territorial Board of Education
reading what would now correspond has called a meeting of all the county
weapon.
Leandro Romero, sentenced from to the riot act, merely orclared the superintendents for Wednesday, NoSan Migjiel county to serve 99 years offender to be taken into a netsabor-in- vember 15, for conference on matstreet to be beheaded, and .vent ters
for murder.
pertaining to school administra
on
reading.
Elsa White, sentenced from Chavez
tion.
The superintendents and principals
county to serve one year to 20
months for larceny of horse.
of cities and towns have also agreed
NEW BISHOP
Steve Bardison, sentenced from
to hold a conference on school superLitte Rock, Ark., Sept. 2fl. The vision on Wednesday November 15.
Santa Fe county to serve six months
to one year for assault with intent Rev. Dr. James Winchester was today
So important
are these confer'
consecated bishop of the Protestant ences that the Territorial Board of
to kill.
John Molston, sentenced from Ber- Episcopal diocese of Arkansas. The Education, at its meeting held June
nalillo county to Berve one to three ceremony took place in Trinity Ca- 3, 1911, passed. the following iesolu-tionthedral, where gathered the largest
years for burglary in' shop.
,
sentenced from assemblage of bishops, clergy and lay
Manza Inonye,
Resolved, Tpiatt the secretary of
Union county to serve 12 years for men ever within its walls. The com this board be directed to request
murder.
ceremony of the boards of county commissioner
plete ritualistic
to
"'"".'
church was carried out in the conse- draw" upon" the general county fund
If a woman's diamonds are paste cration ceremonies. Bishop Tuttle of (not the general county school fund)
,SL-- i Louig,. presided.
.,
i.
she may not have the, dough '
to' pay the expenses of county superintendents while in attendance upon
the ' meeting of the county superintendents to be held Wednesday, November, 15, at Santa Fe in connecIf
tion with the meeting of th9 New
Mexico Educational association.
That the secretary be directed to
request city boards of education to
Thousands of men and women who
pay the 'expenses of their superinhave passed their allotted "xnree- - li
tendents while in attendance at the
owe
their
meeting) of the New Mexico Educalongevity , to Duffy's Pure Malt
...
Whiskey.tional association in Santa Fe, NoAnd with, their advanced years has
vember 15 to 18.
' not come the doddering helplessness
That the secretary bring to the at
of old age; the spirit of youth has
tentlon'of city boards of education
stayed with them.
At the Duffy Ma!t Whiskey Co.'s
and boards of school directors the
Laboratories in Rochester, N. Y., there
importance of securing as full an atare files of letters from men and
tendance as possible of tseir teachwomen of over seventy many who
ers at the meeting of the New Mexhave almost reached the century mark
who used Duffy'.. Pure Malt Whisico Educational association, Novemthe
key fifty years ago, and today in still
ber 16, 17 and 18, by continuing (he
sunset of their lives, they are
"I
the
it
for
of the teachers while in attendon
still
pay
it,
depending
using
ance at said meeting, by granting
good it has done and is doing them.
One of more t!;an passing interest
such holiday as may be necessary
is given here : "I have been a conand by such other means as they
stant user of Duffy's Pure Malt Whis3
may deem wise.
key for many years, and although I
am now past 8 years of age and soon
We urge therefore, that cities,
birthday,
will reach my seventy-nint- h
towns,
villages and rural districts
men
the
of
most
outwalk
young
can
I
send
their teachers to this imwill
and
activity
of
My strength,
and my ability to enjoy life are due
portant meeting to let them get into
MR. R. H. CHASE. 79 yean of ago
to the use of your valuable whiskey
touch with those vital forces which
of
I am now negotiating with a view
are in operation throughout the nahygienic conditions in the best equipped
Washin
cither
farm
fruit
a
staning
laboratories in the world.
a
tion effecting, changing and Improvington or Michigan, as I feel like
It is a complete medicine chest of
before
world
all
with
the
man
our educational facilities:
young
ing
For
sudden
value.
illnesses
of
great
me. There is one thing certain, I will
kind it affords great relief and as
Very respectfully,
Whisany
Malt
Pure
always keep Duffy's
tonic for body building, for
a
RUPERT F. ASPLUND. " N
daily
conscientiously
can
and
I
with
me,
key
a stimulant with no reaction it stands
recr.mmcnd it to all old people if thejr
Secretary New Mexico Educational
supreme.
wish to keep young and vigorous.
Association.
sealed
bottles only by drugSold in
R. H. Chase, 7218 South Morgan St,
gists, grocers and dealers, or direct,
.
Chicago, 111.
$1.00 a large bottle. Our doctors will
Tommy Pop, what is that the Bible
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is an send
you advice free, together with a says is here today and gone tomorwhiskey
absolutely pure medicinal malt
valuable illustrated medical booklet on
distilled from especially selected inrow? Tommy's Pop Probably the
eyes of application. The Duffy Malt Whiskey
gredients under the watchful
Co., Rochester, N. Y,
most
cook, my son.
the
under
and
chemists
expert
.
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jSHREVEPORT RATE CASE.

La, Sept 29.The
Shreveport rate case, in

New Orleans,

which the Lousiana Railroad com- mission seeks to secure to. Louisiana-Texas
freight business the same
rate in force between points in Texas
came up for hearing before representatives of the Interstate Commerce
commission here today. The Tetat
railroads and the Texas Railroad
commissioners are the defendants.
The case is of vast importance to
the railroads and shippers of "he two
states.
Should the contentions cf
Shreveport be sustained, either the
Texas rates must be Increased so as
to place them on an equal footing
with those- - now applying from
Shreveport to Texas points, or the interstate rates reduced to tho Teaxs
schedule, which latter step would enable Louisiana shippers to become
strong competitors for Texas business.
.

BIG TEAMS TO START.
New, York, Sept 29. Tomorrow
will mark the opening of the football
season for the big colleges in the
east, and an excellent array of names
is on the calendar for the critics of
the sport to witness and ponder
over. Every one of the big four w'll
be seen on the gridiron for the first
time this year. Yale will play Ita
game with Holy Cross at New
Haven, Harvard will meet Bates at
Cambridge, Princeton will play Stevens at home, arc" Pennsylan'a will
line up against Gettysburg ou Franklin field. Brown will also r.:ay its
first game with New Hampshire stat
at Providence, Cornell and Carlisle
Indians, both of, whom hare ulready
started their schedule will be seen
again, the Ithaca players meeting
Colgate and the Indians playing Dickinson.
Jn-iti-

,

FIELD DAY.
29. Minor league
stars from far and near are trooping into town to contest in the Com- iskey field day events scheduled to
take place tomorrow night at the
American league park. The tournament will be the first big affair of its
kind Chicago has witnessed in years
and the fans are expected to turn
out in force to see the big and little
(layers compete in ball throwing and
hase running stunts.
The Chicago
and New York National league teams
and the Chicago Americans probably
will be represented in the competitions, though the majority of the
competitors will represent the minor
leagues, principally those of tho mid
dle west
COMISKEY
Chicago, Sept

MILITARY WEDDING.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 29. A number of guests from out of town have

arrived in St. Paul to attend the wedding of Miss Elizabeth Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Johnson of this city, and Lieutenant
Walter Reed Weaver, 28th Infantry,
U. S. A. The wedding will take
place at Christ church tomorrow
'
evening and will be a military affair. The best! man and ushers will
be brother officers of the bridegroom.
After a wedding journey Lieutenant
Weaver will take up his residenoe at
Fort Snelling with his bride.
TAFT IN IOWA CAPITAL
Des Moines, la., Sept Sept. 29. A
cordial welcome wag given President
Taft In Des Moines today when, as
the guest of the "state, and city, he
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Susanna Amuses
Herself

NOT HURT

"There!" said Susanna's mother' as
she turned Susanna around with on
hand and surveyed the work of art
PRESIDENT OF SANTA FE RAIL that Susanna was In traveling costume of white linen and fresh blue
IN
SAYS
ADVANCE
RATES
bow on .shining curia.
DOESN'T AFFECT HIM
"You're all
reaiy now. I don't believe, Aunt
Lena, that there is a
The ultimate consumer in the Uni- can get into before the thing Suaanna
machine cornea
an
ted States suffers no injury from
for us."
"I've put the cat out doors
increase in freight rates, according
caught
to E. P "ilpley. president of the Santa her tying twine tightly around IU
Fe railroad. Freight ratei are nut throat a while ago and her toys are
packed and I've told tha cook not to
nearly so important to welfare of the let her into the
- went on
average citizen as the average cltlzet Susannas mother. kitchen."You know she
believes,, and the average citizen fell bead foremost Into the flour bin
would not know it if freight rate yesterday.
She can't open the bath
were increased from fifteen to twenty-f- room door If we keep it tight shut, so
ive
per cent tomorrow, unless It there's no danger of her drowning herself in the tub as she almost did last
was published in the newspapers.
week. In fact, I think she's safe, ao
of
of
the
truth
illustrating
way
By
I'll get my things on in
peace!"
these statements and also showing
Then Susanna disappeared so com.
of
continual
the
utter
;he
absurdity
pletely that she might have been waftcry of retailers that higher prices are ed up the chimnev. Rut iaw
the direct result of freight rates, Mr. mother and her Aunt Lena had fran
searched the house, calling her
Ripley cites tiiat a pair of shoes, cost- tically
name in various tones of
ing three dollars and a half in Chica- and threatenine. thev foundbeseeching
th annr
go cost four,dollars here an Increase of the guest room locked.
of fifty cents. Why? Tbe retailer
shouts "High freight rates." Yet it
Beating the door violently, Susan13 a positive fact, according to the na's mother called to know if her child
chief executive of the Santa Fe, that was within. A chuckle answered her
from Inside.
the freight on that pair of shoes from
"Susanna, dear," her mother said, in
Chicago to Los Angeles or San Francarefully repressed tones, "open the
two
was
cents
about
about
a door for mother I"
cisco
Susanna chuckled again. "'Tan't!"
postage stamp. The retailer charges
fifty cents more for the, shoes because she remarked cheerfully. 'Tie locked
he had to pay the same price to get it!"
She had. And the key was on her
them here as he did to send an order
side
of the door. It was now twenty
for them.
minutes of the time to go. Susanna's
mereis,
"Freight rates,'
seemingly,
mother put her bands wildly to her
ly the easiest reply to customers who head and appealed to Susanna's aunt
complain about excessive prices. The "Whatever shall I do?" she moaned.
"Susanna!" Aunt Lena said in her
customer doesn't know the truth and
the railroads have no opportunity to sternest' tones, made sharp by stress,
"unlock that door at once!"
tell him.
From the scnind
Another instance is cited. A glass It Nothing happened.
that the culprit was strollappeared
cent
of beer or a five
cigar in Denver ing about the room enjoying her surtakest to itself an additional value ot vey of the furniture.
ten cents in Leadville, Colo. The ab"My goodness!" said her mother.
surdity of charging the added ten "If I could only lay hands of her!
cents to freight rates is apparent at Susanna, listen! We're going on the
a glance. A man could make money, train and we'll be late unlock the
door for mother, that's a good girl!"
it this were the case, carrying cigars
"You should use firmness Instead ot
between the points mentioned, on cajoling her!" objected Aupt Lena,
foot.
disapprovingly.
Just what freight rates amount to "I'd use anything from a pickax to
has been shown recently in bulletins bribery!" declared Susanna's harassed
distributed among their employes by mother. "Susanna' Won't you please
dear?"
several western roads. In these pam try,'"Tan't!" Susanna
reported casual
exact
the
cost
of transporting ly after she had touched the key slight
phlets,
a ton of freight is given In term's of ly. "Susanna tan't make it go!"
tools and supplies used byi lap' emTry again!" wheedled her mother.
"You shall have some candy!"
,
ployes.
Susanna appeared to touch the key
For instance, a broom. A'car sweep
of one finger and then
with the
er steps on the handle of his broom, she grew tipbold with
the, situation.'
use.
damaging it so it is of no further
"Oh!" he gurgled from the window,
He goes to the storekeeper and se "See the pretty birdie!"
There now remained ten minutes
cures another and thinks little or
must start. Sunothing of the accident. Yet, in or- before the automobileon
was
her knees beder to offset this waste, the com- sanna's mother
a wire' hairpin.
door
with
the
fore
pany employing him must transport "Why wasn't I born a burglar?" she
a ton of freight a good many pairs moaned. "What Is it they use to turn
miles. keys from the outside, anyhow. Aunt
of shoes or cigars thirty-fiv- e
.
p;:;;
The retailer would" have the public Lena?".,
,
'
"I think it is a. wrench or twees-era!- "
believe that it costs fifty cents to
contributed Aunt Lena. "Walt
carry a pair of shoes from Chicago Til
the tweeiera!"
get
In
reality
to the Pacific coast, when,
With trembling fingers Susanna's
the transportation companies are paid mother Inserted the tweezers and
at the rate of one kitchen broom per pushed the key entirely out She
ton for carrying thirtyr five mies. heard It fall on the floor. Then ahe
'
heard her daughter's voice raised in
Some differences.
a little burst of song.'
ahall g6 mad!" lite cried. "If I
FOR AGED PEOPLE
miss Chat train Fred will be so dis-
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joined the parade which first made its
Old Folks Should be Careful In Their
way to the Grant club, where the
Selection of Regulative Medicine
president was entertained at breakWe
have a safe, dependable and
fast, and later to the Coliseum, wher3
altogether ideal remedy that is partihe delivered a public address.
cularly adapted to the requirements
of aged people and persons of weak
CASCARETS WORK
constitutions who suffer from constiWHILE YOU SLEEP
pation or other bowel disorders. , We
are so certain that It will relieve
Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills are these , complaints and give absolute
violent they act on bowels a
satisfaction In every particular that
pepper acts in nostrils.
we offer it with our personal guarantee that it shall cost the user nothing
Take a Cascaret tonight and thor- if It fails to substantiate our claims.
oughly clease your liver, stomach and This remedy is called Rexall Orderbowels, and you will surely feel great lies.
by morning. You men and women who
Rexall Orderlies have a soothing,
have headache, coated tongue, can't healing, strengthenng, tonic and regsleep, are bi'ious, nervous and upset, ulative action upon the bowels. They
bothered with a sick, gassy, disorder- remove! all - irritation, dryness, soreed stomach, or have backache and ness and weakness. They restore the
feel all worn out
bowels and associate organs to more
Are you keeping clean Inside with vigorous and healthy activity. They
Cascarets or merely forcing a pass- are eaten like candy, may be taken
ageway every few days with salts, at any time without inconvenience,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is do not cause any griping, nausea,
important.
diarrhoea, excessive looseness, flatCascarets Immediately cleanse and ulence, or other disagreeable effect.
regulate tho stomach, remove the sour Trice 50c, 25c and 10c. ., Sold only
undigested and fermenting food and at our store The Rexall Store. E.
foul gases; take the excess bile from G. Murphey.
the liver and carry off the decomposed
waste matter and poison from the intestines and bowels.
3ATURDAY IN MISSOURI
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 29. For
straighten you out by morning. A
the second time in the course of his
box from your druggist means a present tour President Taft is to visit
for Missouri tomorrow.
clear head and cheerfulness
The principal
months. Don't forget the children.
stops in his schedule will be Moberly
and Sedalia, coming from the last
The things that make life worth named place to Kansas City late in
living are generally the things other the afternoon 'and departing before
,
midnight for Omaha.
l.toyln have.
10-ce-nt
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That Was Why Honey Man Couldn't!
Sell Much In Town Full of

Flowers.
The man "who kept a bee" was am
His right!
ply provided with honey.
band held a can of tbe liquid variety.
his left held honey in the comb. Hei
had come in from further out on
Long Island and was trying to dls--j
pose of his product in one of thej
large towns that still retains ita ln

dividuallty despite the fact that II
was supposed to have been "ab-- j
sorbed" into Greater New York. Upj
and down tho street he went, meeting"!
AH
with small success.
around
green lawns and thrifty flower bedai
testified to the local pride of the
householders. One street in partlouH
lar wa a veritable feast of roseiJ
every porch supporting hundreds of)
the rambler variety, and on thiai
street the rowdy bees created a reg-

ular

"

'

i

uproar.

The honey man evidently did aome
reading on national issues when hei
was at home, to judge by his reply
to the sympathetic matron who inporchi
quired from her flower-ladeas to how his business did. His lean,
brown face, out of which the sun had
Ironed all lines of bitterness, relaxed
In a cheerful grin:
"Not very well,
madam," he returned, then with ut
quizzical glance at the gorgeous array of roses, he continued, "you people in Mapleleaf have too much raw
material to . appreciate 'the finished-produe- t."
n

'

Whereupon the matron, though
personally despising honey, bought aJ
liberal supply.
EDUCATION
l

BAD

FOR GENIUS

Also 8eema to Reduce Mental Alert
ness of the People, 8ays Eng-

lish Writer.

i

Widespread education is certainly
unfavorable to the development of genius or remarkable talent Greatness,
as it were, Is put In commission. As
everyone has a little tincture of talent
no one Is allowed to possess a monopoly.

If the loss to the world were only

the obliteration of genius we might let
it pass. Perhaps mankind may learn
to do without genius. Perhaps the

mariner by some new trained instinct
for locality may be able to dispense
with compass and lighthouses. But
education seems to be robbing the
masses of the power to appreciate the
products of education.
The comment is on everyone's
tongue that the world of today has but
a languid Interest in things of the
mind. There is probably three times
as much effort and bustle and fuss
about education now, proportionately,
as there was 60 years ago. Yet there
was proportionately ten. times as mucb.-mentalertness then.
1

Choosing Wife by Her Voice.
A "man has won for his wife a telephone girl whose voice pleased him.

If every unmarried man only realized
Is a deal more good common
sense in marrying a pretty voice than
in marrying a pretty face.
If the
pretty face can have all the accompanying characteristics necessary to
feminine perfection the man who wins
this paragon is quite as lucky as the
girl who wins goodness and wealth
combined in a husband. No girl ever
has" denied that it might be an easy
matter to fall In love with this special
combination, but the men go right on
seeking beauty as the first requisite.
But a pleasing: voice! - Soothing; under all circumstances. One can turn
one's back on a face not quite up to
tne ideal, but who ever gets away
from a' voice? Leastways every hatband claims he cannot, get aWay from
"the"' voice, so' why not look for one
with, the note of music In ita tones!

It there

,

.

mind of children."

remarked Aunt Lena, "la certainly
wonderful ' M
'
"Somehow i can't bring my mlnd
to regard it tnat way at this present
moment," objected Susanna'! frantie
mother. Then with a burst of inspiration she beat upon the door. "Susanna!" she ordered. "You pick that key
up at once and throw it out of the
At once! Thank goodness,
window!
" '
it's open!"
The Idea seemed to appeal to Susanna. She picked up the ley after
sitting down twice in her efforts to
do ao, Then she burst into song again.
It was within three minutes' time

PLEiT1

"

''Xooking Far'Ahead.

,

I

" It may be a trifle early to discuss

the matter bow but it Is certainly
coming within' a few years', and then
we .will see What will be practically
five-daboat from almost any1 of the
European ports, and the Dassewrera
who nave no necessity for a stop Jn,
New" York whisked to their destinations in the west without the delay
that Is now necessitated by the present docking arrangements. But the
problem is a comparatively easy one.
When once the "opportunity Is opened
tor the docking, of the steamships, the
railroads will ,be quick enough to
to depart
build all the roads that may be needed across Long Island to care for BliOutside on the' grass Susanna's the passengers that may be landed as
mother besought and threatened. Up Montauk Point.
above Susanna's cheerful face looked
down tantallzlngly. "Nice key!" she
that Wat All.
gurgled..
Sharply spoke the conductor:
"Throw it!" shrieked her mother.
"Madam, you'll have to take that
Susanna dropped the key playfully
among the thickest of the lilac bushes. bulldog into the baggage car,"
matt
Mildly spoke the tweet-face- d
As they tumbled into .the waiting
ron:
a
of
amid
hurlyburly
machine
luggage
"Pardon me, but I am, lame; I shall
Susanna
and disheveled good-byehave to ask you to take him there."
spoke once, smiling angelically.
Casually spoke the bulldog, In
"Susanna likes to play locked in,"
"Susanna had. a good! low, deep voice:
he confided.
time, mammai"
Then silence like a cataplasm descended to meliorate the contusions
Had to Give It Up.
'
of ululation.
"Do you always apply for the
of your maiden name when
Indiana Good Fishermen.
fo get a divorce?"
The salmon fishing season has been
"No, I used to, but I had a child
Ihree years ago. and, of course, it very profitable for some of the Quinl- ault Indians this year. The run has
wouldn't look right after that"
been fair and prices have been especially good. Several Indians have
Their by Purchase.
made
good sums, but Johnny and
at
on
Guest (looking
portraits
walls)
Those are your ancestors, I sup- Harry Shale have led. Thus far the
season has netted them $4,000 apiece,
pose?.
Hoqulam correspondence Portland
Host Oh, yes; we bought thea
Oregonlan.
with the house. Boston Transcript
y
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M. C. Mechem;
Georie B. Winstou; Socorro,
was "seconded by Bernalillo liams Harry Kelly, E. H. Biernbaum, by him and providing for the removal corro, J. S. McDavis; Torrance, II. cilano Callegos; Lincoln,
Taos. S. C.
Victor
Cuerro;
Torrance.
McB. M. Sutherland,
Manuel Montoya, from the resolutions of the clause O. Souders; Taos, o., V. Randall; Bjrber; Lupa. A. W. Toliard;
Francisco
Ollvas;
county.
Union,
Mora, J. F. l'rebert;
Luna.
When it was announced that Col- W. C. Hawkins, Presclliano Ortiz, relating to the Tittle blue ballot" end Union, M, F. Gallegos; Valencia, John Klnley, F. P. Woodburn;
Solomon
Valencia,
ArCurns; Otero, E Mecham; Rio
fax county had yielded' to San Mi- Margarito Romero, E. P". Davies, J. T. the insertion of the following clause: Becker.
Committee on Rules and Order of
"As to the proposed amendment to
E. C. Harneddez; Quay, Reed
riba,
Mateo
Soomon
Luna.
Committee
on
Resolutions
Berna
a
buzx
was
throughAragon,
Lujan,
guel county there
Mullin-ary;
Business Bernalillo county, Tomas
F. J.
Elfego Baca, a prominent lawyer of the constitution the republicans of lillo county, F. E. Wood; Chavez, C. Holloman; Roosevelt,
out the convention hall For It was
Duran: Chavez, W. A. Vickers; ColM.
New Mexico have insisted that' its L. Parsons; Colfax, Charles
Sandoval, E. A. Miera and
Springer;
known that the , nomination of San Albuquerque, moved that Francisco
fax, Dr. A. F. Ctreicher; Curry, H. W.
or rejection Is not a politi- Curry, R. E. Rowles; Dona Ana, H. J Montoya; Saa Juan, Geo. F.
Miguel county's fatorite' son and re A.Hubbell of that city be included In adoption
(Continued From Ta-- One)
cal proposition, and they reaffirm P. Holt; Eddy, J. P. Newkirk; Grant,
San Miguel, R. E. Twltchell;
publican leader, Secundino Romeio, the list of vice presidents. It was
Continued on Page Five)
in regard to the amend- W. H. Newcomb; Guadalupe, Crecen- - Santa Fe, T. B. Catron; Sierra, F. H
this
position
comLarrazolo
the
the
A.
chairman
O.
occur."
of
wa
to
by
explained
from
about
placing every man available
organization ment"
tie Btate penitentiary to work on took the floor amid deafening ap- mitteeno onmen permanent
Mr. Catron argued the point at
were
about
who
dothat
delegates to
plause. There is something
public roads. I am in favor of
some
length. Mr. Canning ' of Linas
ing away with all manufactures the personality of Secundino Romero the convention had been named
Mr.
Mr. Baca, however, coln county, talked In support of
which, may compete with the laboring that instantly commands respect and vice presidents.
took
Catron.
the
Fall
Judge
again
'
',
band.
many delegates who were pledge! to Insisted on a vote. His motion was floor and
He
his
explained
position.
Hubbel!
reMr.
lost overwhelmingly.
The issue to my mind which will vote for Mr. Bursum couia noi
the
intended
said
he
voting against
likely come up within the very near frain from cheering when his name bad already announced he preferred amendment of tb constitution but
the
of
floor
on
his
the
seat
weie
The
lo
was
mentioned.
mind
galleries
and
to
in
keep
future
this state,
my
that he did not believe it should be
the most dangerous one, is the .re- all for Romero and their cheers were convention.
Larrazolo
to the made a party Issue. O. a.
Mr. Spiess was escorted
call of the judiciary. It Is very likely so deafening that it was necessary
He
seconded Mr. Catron's motion.
for
chair by a committee appointed
that that proposition may be en- for the chair to demand' order.
which he
in
an
made
eloquent
speech
Mr. Larrazolo mentioned tho he- that purpose by Temoprary Chairman
dorsed by the democracy of this state
said the constitution whs bo drawn
at this election. If it is there ought roic deeds of the earlier residenrs of L. B. Prince. Mr. Prince introduced up as to defend the rights of the
to be a vigorous fight' made to stamp New Mexico, r He. told how they nad M. Spiess briefly and his remarks Spanish-Americapeople and nothing
it out for fill time. It is the most conquered the country for civilization were received with appiaiuse. Mr. should be done to allow that Instruaddress.
ha1
propo-- ' and Christianity and how the
Spiess made a most happy
dangerpus and
ment to be so amended as to withsltlon to my mind that has been sub- welcomed 'with open arms as beloved He began by saying the convention draw from , them their Bacred rights
was being held under the most aus- and
mitted as a governmental policy. To brothers the Incoming
privileges as American citizens.
Mr
was
due
Larrazolo
the
it
said
Referring t;: ,Mr. Larrazolo's
picious circumstances.
eay that the decision of a court shall
speech was a plea
Prince durbe subject to the will of the majority, native people that they Bhould have the speech by
the continuance of political and
for
to my mind, Is an absolute denial of the first governor of the new stare. ing the morning Mr. Spiess mention- civil liberties for all residents of the
personal rights and of property He referred to the splendid record of ed the statement that , New Mexico new state. ' He was warmly ap
rights. Tyranny by the majority is Mr. Romero as a public official and was the original garden of Eden. plauded.
as oppressive as the tyranny of a as a leader of the. republican party Mr. Spiess said that just ,as in The question was argued at condevil
the
I am in favor in San Miguel county. Mr. Larrazo.o the Biblical
garden,
king or potentate.
siderable length. The greater
the form of the democrat
of a compulsory insurance Tor all, demonstrated that Mr. Romero has existed--i- n
of the speakers, however, were
which will provide for she taking the ability well to conduct the affairs ic party. Mr. Spiess said the conven in favor of allowing the clause relat
care of the families of employes who of the office of governor and that his tion was caled to order on St. Mi- ing to the "little blue ballot" to reare engaged in hazardous occupation. nomination to that position would be chael's day, a day set apart for the main in the constitution.
Elfego
I think that this is a duty we owe a wise move upon the part of the re- veneration of St. Michael, the arch
of Albuquerque, asa
Baca,
lawyer
1 do not think that
it is right or publicans of New Mexico. Chairman angel, it was convened in San Miguel serted, however, that he was in faderent that families of employes who Spiess relinquished his gavel .to county, a county named In honor of vor of Judge Fall's amendment. He
Mr. Spiess mentioned said the
are occupied in hazardous employ- Charles C. Catron long enough to St. Michael.
greater part of the camsecond
Mr.
the
nomination
of
Ro
Secundino
Romero, leader of the re- paigners who talk so eloquently for
ment should be left to the charity
of the public. There ought to be mero, to whom he referred as honest, publican party in San Miguel county, the protection of the native people
At the con as the St. Michael of northern New
soma way by which due compensa- fearless and capable.
are Insincere; otherwise they would
clusion of Mr. Spiess' remarks the Mexcio. He said the republican parfambe
tion may
provided, and their
give them more offices of importance,
"''A Hot, Time," and the
ty, under his leadership, would do as Mr. Baca said the native peopleof
ilies be taken care of. There is only band played
San Miguel county delegation pa- St. Michael had done; run the devil
one way to do it. Place the burden
New Mexico could take care of them
raded through the aisles of the opera out of the
garden.
where It belongs. Ultimately it will
selves. The remarks of Mr. Baca
house.
Sweeping into a more serious vein were received with applause and
have to be paid by the consumer,
Several of the delegates made Mr.
Spiess said a serious problem was laughter.
and I think; that is about as fair a
ifl which they., expressed a
speeches
the republican party and the
before
to
aa
of.
can
be
It
Whe,n the matter was put upon a
put
thought
place
Warm regard for Mr. Romero but an
of
New Mexico. He said that vote the motion of Mr. Catron to
people
It will relieve immensely both tha nounced their
wore
delegations
the table Judge Fall's amendment was
corporations and the employes. There pledged to Mr. Bursum. Several of soon It must be decided whether
first state government of New Mexico passed by a rote of 229 to 82. Then
will be no more of those who have
the speakers Indicated that thev
should be republican or democratic. the resolutions were adopted unani- 1
claims against corporations to em- would
support 'Mr; Romero in subse He said that New Mexico, having bemously.
ploy an attorney who will take his quent years,
if,,, he again aspired io come a member of the sisterhood of
Several efforts were made to adof. the
claim and .charge one-ha- lf
be governor,
., ;.
states, should feel Its responsibiity. journ the convention at this juncamount recovered. There will be no
When the vote was taken it was
deture, but the convention voted them
necessity to wait three or four years found that Mr. Bursum had been The speaker asserted that it might
pend now to considerable extent upon down, preferring to remain and nomfor Cue ultimate decision of the elected
by a,.,vote. p( 228 to 75.
the action of New Mexico in 1912 inate a governor before calling Its lacourts, but there will be a .prompt.
Last Night's Session.
as to whether William H. Taft would bors a day's work.
:'; ir p.nd
just remedy, and whatever
The convention was callled to or
be returned to the presidential chair.
The committees' who made reports
amount may be, will be promptly der
by the temporary chairman ex- referred to Mr. Taft as: a last night were as follows:
'a without expense. This plan has Governor L. Bradford
Prince. The
Committee of Credentials Berna' u(.n tried
and just president and his rerecently in the state of report of the committee on creden wise
out
lillo
at
brought
this
marks
juncture
county, M. f Stern, Chavez, L.
.'.luasachusetts, and I understand that tials was read'anff'adopted by tho
Mr. Spiess
O. Fullen; Colfax, B. C. Crampton:
tfiunderous
applause.
.
constltu-t.'onnli;ia law has been declared
o
convention, the if delegations , being
to the loyal support that had Curry, A. J. Mathen; Dona Ana,
I think that we ought to have seated
exactly if a$ be temporary always been given the republican parG.
W.
McArthur;
Armljo; Eddy,
that sort of a law.
roll call. Much enthusiasm was caus-e- d
ty by tHe republican press of the ter Grant, H. H. Beits Guadalupe, Caun. I think that we ought to do somewhen the chairman read the fol)
an
the
to
hope
Sanchez; Lincoln, Henry Lutz;
thing toward building up and encour- lowing telegram from Chief Justice ritory. He expressed
c. J. Kelly r McKlnley, Gregaging the horticultural interests in William H. Pope of the New Mexico the belief that this loyal support Lyna,
State of ory Page; Mora, Patricio Sanchez;
in
the
continued
would
be
JJew Mexico.
We have the finest supreme courttV
;
Mr. Spiess' remarks, Otero, Don M. Bowman; Rio Arriba,
New Mexico.
climate, the greatest measure of sunCloviS? NPM., Sept. 28, 1911.
to the point.
were
while
Julian Trujillo; Quay, Frank Gutierbrief,
shine, that gives us the best flavors To the delegates to the
republican
The big fight of the evening took rez; Roosevelt, E: V. Johnson San
of fruits that can be found any place
state conygjan, Las Vegas, N. M:
place after the reading of the report doval, M. C. DeBaca and C. G. Gon
in the United States. Yet It is an
1 deeply
regret that because of cas
actual fact that on account of lack es now on trial before me with wit- of the committee of resolutions. Judge zales; San Juan, H. E. Meyers; San
A. B. Fall, gaining the floor, took ex Miguel, D. J. Leahy; Santa Fe, M. A.
of treatment and of spraying the nesses
present from different parts of ception to the clause in the party Ortiz; Sierra, Robert Martin; Soif rait trees, a great deal of our fruit
the state prevents my attendance at
platform referring to the 'Tittle blue corro, A. C. Abeytla; Torrance, W.
ils lost, wasted, and not a cent rethe first republican state convention. ballot." Mr. Fall asserted' that he M McCoy; Taos,. Squire Hart, Jr.;
covered. We ought to have a system as I had hoped..,' I, send best wishes
Otto; Valencia,
did not believe the vote which is to Union, Christian
of inspection. Have an
agricultural for the success1'of. the party at the be taken at the first state election Jesus A. Sanchez."
college to look after these interests first state election and congratulaIt is just as necessary to have tions upon the indications for a large as to whether or not the amendemnt Committee on permanent M.OrganizaSandoef the constitution should be made tion Bernalillo county, J.
healthy fruit trees as it is to have republican majority.
a" party issue. val; Chavez, T. A, Standcliffe; Colshould
made
AND
be
easier
healthy sheep, and prevent the
.WILLIAM. H. POPE.
was perfectly win- fax, Amador Montoya; Carry, Myron
said
Fall
he
Judge
of
disease.
spread
The committee on rules and order ing to leave the-- matter to the Judg- Boyle; Dona Ana, "W. H. H LlewI believe that we should have a
of business of. whiclwA. R. Strelchcr ment of individual voters although ellyn; Eddyj F. fe Ferree; Grant, W.
limit of taxation. That that limit
of Raton was chairman, recommend- he would work for the defeat of the D. Murray; iGuadalttpe, George Sena;
"
should be placed aa low as may be
ed tjiat in, conducting1 the affairs of proposition.
Lincoln, C. J. Kelly; McKlnley, Edcompatible with .carrying on a good the convention
AT
thel same rules be
resolutions had contained a ward, Hart; Mora,. Tito Melendez;
The
government I am in favor of rea- used as were utiUzed .during the re clause
urg- Otero, James Balrd; Rio Arriba, M.
in
a
length,
page
nearly
sonable 8aIarIeB.
believe that any cent constitutional convention at San
ing the voters of the state- to reject A. Gonzales; Quay. H. A McElroy;
man who is worthy to be elected to
ta Fe. The committee suggested the the amendment.
Roosevelt, S. F; Anderson; Sandoval,
an office, ought to be paid living
various committee's report in the fol
with Judge Fall, T. Julian Lucero and! E Baca; San Juan,
issue
Taking
'
salaries.
lowing order:' Credentials, perman- B Catron, chairman of th commit- Ross Martinez; San Miguel", Antonio
If I am elected, I shall do all within ent organization, and resolutions. The tee on resolutions, moved to lay on A. Gallegoe; Santa Fe, Jose Arttz
my power to secure for New Mexico nominations of candidates were fixed the table the amendment proposed y Pino Sierra K. A. Wolford; So
a stable, economical, and conserva- in the following order: Governor,
tive administration.
lieutenant
of
governor, secretary
Gentlemen, I thank you.
state, auditor, treasurer,-- attorney general, superintendent of public instruc
land commissioner, three jus
tion,
A little hush of expectancy filled
tices
of
tne State, supreme court, tnree
.
the convention hall when it was an
'
house
the
in
members
of
the
ptate corporation
nounced by the chair that the next
two members of congress
Any Size
commission,
order of business was the nomina
cen
state
and
members
five
. the
o!
tion of a governor. Delegates sat
5-6- -7
tral committee. Tbe length of nom
1
quiet in their chairs and the audience
was
flf
limited
to
in the galleries and oa the main inating speeches
floors and foyers of the opera house teen minutes and seconding speeches
were limted io five Intimites
remained J almost breathless.
The
Following the report of this comt
roll of couuties was called. When
the name of Bernalillo was men- mittee the committeemen permanent
Lbie Thread
Waj"ner's Rust Proo!
The
wasii'iieard.
tioned, Judge K. A. Mann, chairman organization
for
committee
recommended
perof the delegation, arose and an
Guaranteed
Hemstitched
4
officers Charles A. Spiess
nounced that Bernalillo county would manent
D.
Jose
Sena,
yield to Socorro county. E. A. Grif for chairman;
36x45
fon, district attorney for Socorro for secretary; J. F. Newkirk and LoBest Quality
county, arose and advanced to the renzo Delgado, for assistant secreta18 to 26
6's to
stage. He placed in nomination H. ries; Nestor Montoya and Nepomu-cenO. Bursura.
Segura fo interpreters to the
Mr. Griffen referred to Mr. Bur- chairman;.. Bias Sanchez and Mala- sum as a self made man. He traced qulas Baca, interpreters from the floor.
-his rise from a section hand to po Vice presidents were recommended
e?
THE STORE OF QUALITY"
1-Manuel
S.
B.
as
follows:
Baca,
Davis,
5
sitions of trust and the successful
Opposite
Opposite
ownership of large sheep ranches, James H. Hunt, Colonel John Stein,
James
V.
J.
Mr. Griffen briefly; reviewed Mr.
Gallegos, Frank French,
Caslaneda
Castaneda
sum's Tecord in politics and showed Satterly, Herbert' Clark, F. A. Bush,
Hotel
Hotel
how successful had been the repub- C. C. Catron, 1arkln Beck, B. F. Pan-key- ,
Mell-toDr.
Trinidad
Amble,
Sena,
lican party during his term of office
e
Gutierrez. Jose y Armljo, Benlg-3as chalrinan' of the state central com'
.Wil
JarammvSlflel Ortlzt Hugh
mittee. The nomination of Mr. Pur-

sum

cpublicans Select
Bursum to Head
First State Ticket

Bru-Irgto-

re

.

Left

.

time

:

n

Anglo-Saxon-

Vobb

QomaS

QUc

Eighty Pages of

s,

Filigree Jewelry;

Watches
Chains

Rings
Silverware

Novelties

.

and Cut Glass

,

Finely Illustrated in Color
Yours for the Asking

Prompt Attention Given to Mail Orderss

ROBERT J

Isl-dor-

TyJalrer of Uncommon

Las Vegas,

.

TAUPERT
Jowelry

New Mexico

SATURDAY NIGHT

MO NDAY SPECIAL S

--

'

BACHARACH'S

j

le

LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

Your Choice of any

Any

$25.00 Ladies' Suit

$3.50 Silk or Lin- erie Waist

FAIR

'

Las Vegas October

GOOD PREMIUMS

o

Lots of Fun, Profit and
Pleasure for All
1

35c

I

30c

10 yards

Pillow Cases

Amoskeag

Children's
Hose

9's

25c pair

23c each

$3.00

p'11
Gingham

Corsets.

79c

$2.39

Fare on Railroad

Everyone is Coming.

-

$2.69

$18.00

Join the Crowd.

E.LASVEGAS

n.m:

"'V

)
LAS VECX3 DA.XY OPTIC,

Dresses
made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
all leading shades
Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and
New

The Prescriptionist

"

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
theWn who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
, store is faultless from any
''standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

One-piec-

e

FR'O-AY-

(Continued from ,Page Four).

.

.T-

..0,

Satin
Street

Phone Main 3

Hoffman &
Graubarth

Frank Revell,
ctmiucroR aaj buil deb
Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
Building Job Wotfc a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optift

FIVE

29, 1911.

Headquarters for

T. R. Duran, a merchant of the
Duke City, came In rrom Albuquerquo Williams; Dona Ana, T. Moreno;
yesterday afternooij. ,
Eddy, J. W. Doran; Grant, F. W.
Mrs. 11. Bruse and Miss Margaret Vellicott; Guadalupe, Salome Mar
von Lauker, both of Springer, arrived Inez; Lincoln, H. B. Hamilton; Luna,
In Las Vegas last nighj.
W. F. Holt: McKlnley. S. Bushman;
A. M. Hammond returned yester- Mora, Joe Valdez; Otero, J. R. How
from a bhort business ard; Rio Arriba, V. Jaramlllo; Quay,
Plain and Changeable day afternoon
A.
to Wagon Mound.
Siegel; Roosevelt, J. R. Dutrip
Messaline Satins in all h. Smith and "Chief" Locknart,,.:- Ihe mas;PaulSandoval,
Abel Perea and Alball players, returned yes- fredo Montoya; San Juan, Simon
colors
terday afternoon from Albuquerque. Martinez; San Miguel, Roman Gal- Dr. W. T. Brown, arter spending . lprw Knntfl. FV., - TV
... A Vara StArra.,
Belding's Yard-wid- e
VW.
H.
in
Las
several
Bucher; Socorro, A. B. Baca;
days
Vegas, has re
Guaranteed
turned to the Valmora ranch sani- Torrance, Acaclo Gallegos; Taos,
O.
Manuel
T.
Cordova; Union,
tarium.
Ready-to-we- ar
i
M. A. Otero returned Toombs ; Valencia, M.. T. Otero.
Hats
;H?
to Santa Fe this afternoon after beCome and see (he new things ing in Las Vegas for the opening of
the state republican convention.
whether you wish to
W. O. Haydon returned this after- FINE STOCK WILL BE
noon
from Medford, Ore. Mrs. Haynot
or
buy
don and the children will spend the
FEATURE AT FAIB
greater part' of the winter there.
Miss Evelyn Fleming, who accompanied her father, George Fleming, HIGH BRED ANIMALS FROM ALL
As a rule quickly made friendships
ou his trip to Chicago, Is now visiting
soon
OF
NORTHERN
PART8
NEW
spring a leak.
Phone Main 101
,
her uncle, H. P. Woods, at his home
MEXICO TO BE SHOWN.
in Chicago.
Hutchinson arrived
Miss Pearl
The lovers of good live stock,
this afternoon from her home In PoFew people are too lazy to work on rtal, N. M., and will enter Into her high bred horses and fine dogs are
the sympathy of their friends.
position In the sixth and seventh many In Las Vegas and on the oc
casion of the San Miguel county fair
grades at the Normal on Monday.
Robert Vasse returned this morn- these people will be given a chance
to see the best there Is in the state,
ing from a trip to St Louis and
Mo.
He was accompanied on and especially from San Miguel and
his return trip by his nephew, P. L Mora counties. At that time "Buffalo"
Holman, of Mpberly, who will be hli Jones will have his famous herd of
guest In Las Vegas for a short time. buffalo on exhibition and in all prob
Miss Florence Hosklns will leave ability his flock; of Perslarino sheep
Sunday afternoon for an extended and his cattle also will be seen at t No doubt you would like to
trip in the middle west. She expects the fair. The sheep and' cattle wore
take something Home, and
to visit friends In Pleasant Hill, Mo., on exhibition at the Pueblo fair and
as a special inducement
in con
and Kansas City, from where she will attracted much attention,
I
go to Champaign to meet her brother, nection with his buffalo these ani
Tilden Hoskins. She will also go to mals will be seen at the big state fair
at Albuquerquo, a few days after the
Omaha, Neb.
George Fitzsimmons, the popujar Las Vegas exhibition.
We quote you, delivered at
There are a number of fine dairy
secretary of the Y. M. C. A., and Mrs.
your station:
Fitzsimmons will leave tomorrow for herds In the county and of these the
5
oft on any room-siz-e
seen
rug
will
choice
the
at
be
fair.
There
Rochester, N. Y., where they will re
store.
in
the
side during the coming winter. They will' be shown the best mares, stat
5
off on any Navajo rug or
will stop over for a short visit with ions', colts, fine breed mules and all
in the store.
blanket
kinds
live
of
stock.
other
pedigreed
in
Mrs. Herbert Fell
Raton.
off on any cut glass, casFor this division of the fair the
' Wilson
W. Mills arrived in Las
seroles, chafing dlshs, electro
prizes are many and all worth win
Vegas from his home yesterday aftHers, fancy bean pots and Imand breeders from all over this
ning
ernoon and will be here several days
section will have their stock on ex
ported chinaware in the store.
visiting friends and looking after hibition in competition for the pre
off on any buffet, sideboard
land business. From Las Vegas he
101or
closet in the store.
china
as
13,
The
list
miums.
premium
will return to Ann Arbor where he Is lows:
Talk to us about an Edlsou,
a student in the law department of
Best bull, any breed for dairy stock
yietor or Columbia grapho-phonthe University of Michigan.
...
First, $5; second 1 pair $4 trousers,
M. Greenberger.
'
Best dairy " cow First, 1 Union
A Clerical Bull. Said an Enblish
clergyman: "Patriotism is the back churn, Chas. Ilfeld Co.; second, 2.50.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Best bull, any breed, beef stock
bone of the British Empire;
and
East Las Vegas, N. M,
what we have to do is to train that First, $5.00 cash; second,, $1.50 , Las
backbone and bring it to the front." Vegas Mercantile Co.
Best driving horse First, shoeing
barber
lesewssjfv
'The horse is a contrary brute." horse, Chas. Giese; second, $1
Wm. Reed.
work,
"Yes; he will often go better for a
Best driving team First, $5 cash;
;
man dressed in overalls than for a
and pressing suit,
second,
tm
chap attired in the most correct driv- Parisian cleaning
'
Dry Cleaners.
:
.
FELLOW
NEIGHBORS
and
ing togs.".
Best draft stallion, any breed
CITIZENS
First, $5 cash; second, $1.50 watch
A man never realizes bow many work, W. F. Doll.
Best driving stallion, any breed
faults he has until he gets married-th- en
We are located at 523
his wife tells him.
First, $5 cash ; second, $1 barber
1
Street.

Suits

WINTERS DRUG CO.

SEPTEMBER

work, Nagle & Buhler.
Best draft team First $5 cash;
second, $2 trade, Bridge Bar.
Best draft colt, one year or unde- rFirst; J$3 cash; ribbon.
Rest colt, one year or under, sired
by Iowa Bob Special prize, service
of Iowa Bob for one season, by W. F.
'
Calhoun.
Best driving mare, colt by side
First, 1 blanket; ribbon.
Best team of mules Firsts 2
leather' halters, best; second, $2
merchandise, O. G. Schaefer.
Best mule colt, two years or 'un
der First, 1 Stein, Center Block
Drug Co.; ribbon.
Best draft colt, two years or under
First, comb and brush; ribbon.
Best hog, any breed or sex First,
$3; second, $1.
Best sheep, buck First, $2; rib
bon.
Best sheep, ewe First, $2; ribbon.
Best Angora goat, buck First, $2;
ribbon.
Best Angora goat, nanny First,
$2; ribbon.
Best exhibit of sheep, any breed
or sex Special.

CONVENTION

PERSONALS

i

,

SOUVENIR SPOONS
GOLD and SILVER FILIGREE
;vrf
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
'

i

!,rtr.ijn!'

J. TAUPERT

ROBERT

' JEWELER and OPTICIAN

CHAS. LEWIS

I9!.

"A

1,!.

TAILOR FOR MEN

Everything Made at Home.
'

Welcome

tv

.

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

Mo-berl-

to the Visitors

THE

FOR

We

RETAIL PRICES
2XX lb, or Mora, Each Dtllvery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dsllvsry
2M lb, to 1,000 Iba Each Delivery
Each Delivery
69 lbs. to 200 lbs
Leee Than 60 Ibe Each Delivery

CONVENTION

have just opened up

DRY

KELL
GROSS,
,,

&e

'

Your Automobile

r

Remember they are always fresh ,,

w'r WOOL.

at

t

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,
Corona, N.

I

ing.;
1

:,:--

Let us hear from you. ;

1 The

-

Parisian Dry Cleaners

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

A"

''There's never a Law ol God or Man
runs north of FiIiyThrce"KIPUNG

t&M

First Transcontinental Tour of
REX BEACH'S Great Story
of the Last Frontier

.

fijiy

fty

THE BARR.IER.

"! caU your store 'labor saving
goat-tors-

Strength

ot the Northland
Direct from Its Long Run at the New Amsterdam Theatre,
A Company of
Complete Scenic Production.
'
'
Picked Player.

New York City.

"

'

'

head--

'SM

.

J

FxontzKI,

since you induced me to buy

I

In.

I

..nmgjmEaBaBapffl--'- -

r

f

i

(fiSSS

VM

1

J. M.

Pmident

CUSfNINOHAM,

E. ROSENWALD & SON

IA

D. T. HOSKINS. Cssblsr

FRANK 5PRINOER, Vlos Prasidsat

LAS VEGAS
I

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
WHAT
PERCENTAGE
:!!v:,....
'

be.

'

"

Back
,

Surplus

j

...

you'll get on your savings if you
' ;j hide it in the bureau drawer or stuff it in an old
r
' '
; stocking? Figure it out and see if' if isn't better
to bank it at this savings bank.
f-

-t-hat will
good
test. Wo have them In all sizes.
If
four pairs wear out in heel, toe or solo
k fou'nonth yon get new ones free.

iiw

$50,000.00

-

(h

s.ze

fl

i rfd

r II

-

do you reckon

5

'

f$

WE PAY INTER.EST

Jf

,

fr-Xl':pi:;i-;i!!--;T'"-

T

'

):'

.,;..j-r-

r

'

on every dollar deposited. The more dollars you
put in our bank, the faster your interest account
accumulates. It's a stroke of good finance to
open an account with us and pays big in the long

run.

Prices; $1.50 $1.00 .50
Seats at Murphey's and Schaefer's

y

laxik:

DIetrlbutore

b

(g--

.

YylC3r

$100,000.00

ni..- -..
first for my
f5rJdm.nLiuA.umi,
next
for
son;
his sister; then I bought a box for
my
husband, and now I am wearing them myself.
They
save me money, time and
patience and are so comfort
able and stylish that I am grate-ful to you for recommending them
E
to me and my entire family."
Ti.
..
.

&

Rued

ctPP

ranslev

I

-

Capital Paid in

VP

Play Teeming with the

V

$tyle'

i.mmmmmiiymmimm

October 5tK

A

B

Best Rubber Collar and Cuffe

;ir5i''?

;

-

Fabric

--it

:

g"

GEHRING HARDWARE COMPANY

-

v.

....-,-i-

Rowe, N. M Pecos, H. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

M-- ,

;

i

t

M

We want your business
j
ind will SUIT you or
"bust a hame-strintry- I

Darning Basket

VEHICLES-"a- eS

SEVEN HOUSES

i iu.

';

Sixth

Away wi K

mnd Dealer In

BAIN WAC0N8-M1- NE

Rosenthal

FRIENDS

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE
.',. ..

e.

'

& GO.

Y

(incoporatod)

n

(

5

for

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Famous

5

CELLS

per 100 tbs.
40o per 1M Ibe.
Mo per 100 Ibe.
!Oo

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualites of Which Have Made Las Vegas

a barrel of

COLUMBIA

lbs.
pr 10
100 lbs.

AGM PUR A COMPANY

i

For this Week Only

20c
25e

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

"4

1

SEPTEM3ER

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

M
i

KATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
Flv unti par Una each Insertion.
Eatlmata six ordinary words to a
Adelaide
Why, Cornelia, your hair
Una. N ad to occupy lata opaca than Is all mussed up.
tw lints. Alt advertisements charfl--4
Cornelia Yes, dear; you you see,
lll ba booked at apaca actually George stole up and snatched a doteu
set. without ragard to numbar of kisses before I could scream.
Adelaide But why don't you ater
words. Cash In advanco preferred.
In front of the mirror and rearrange
your halrT
Cornelia Gracious! Why, I wouldn't
do it for the world. Why, none of th6
girls would believe he kissed me,
A FRIENDLY

DIG.

Main 2.

Wanted
Woman to do housework
and some cooking, in Email family.
Aiiply 1103 Eighth street.

V ANTED

Ra-

Edith There, la a rumor that Daisy
cheats awfully at bridge.
Ethel Is that why you were so
anxious to get her for a partner last
night?

FOR SALE A very; fine sideboard SHE WHO HESITATES
also two heating Btoves. Inquire
at Greenclay'a store.
FOR SALE

Legal blanks of all
scriptions. Notary eeals and
ords at The Optio office.

IS LOST.

de-

A tew modern five room
cottage. Inquire 803 Third St.

PtENT

To-wl- t:

DIREM

s

Rg-l'Jivii-

To-wl- t:

U

'

To-wl- t:

'mm

To-wl- t:

To-wl-

--

J

Lost
LOST Green suede belt, between
and East side postofflce.
Return to Optic and receive reward.
:d!?nfj:V:i;;
Myrtllla He proposed, but I didn't
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
ay
yes. I want to keep him on th
Contain Mercury
"
as mercury 'will surely destroy the rack for awhile.
Be
Miranda
careful, or you may
sense of smell and completely derange
(the whole system when entering it And yourself on the shelf.
through the mucous surfaces. Such
larticles should never be used except
TWAS VERY GOOD.
on prescriptions from reputable physl-is
do
will
as
the damage they
iclaus,
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
Cure, manufactured ty P. J. Cheney
..& Co., Toledo,
contains no mercury, and is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
In buying
surfaces of the system.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken internally
.and made In Toledo, Ohio, by P. J.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials tree.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
--

;

lottle.
" Take Hall's Family Pills for
jrntkra.

CAFE

To-wlt:

U

rec-

For Rent
ok

1911.

To-wl-

plumbing, bricklaying by actual
work on Jobs. Only few monthe r
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
200 students last year. Catalogue
free. United Trade School, Los
Angeles, California.

ot sheep.

r

T

Pay or board at start,
learn trade, automobiles, electricity,

For Sale

V-

To-wl- t:

WANTED

FOR SALE 700 head
fael Gallegos.

r---

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
AND
Notice is hereby given to whom it TOE 'LOBBY
nay concern that the following de- may concern that the following deSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
er: bed t stray animal was taken up by
scribed estray animal was taken up by
F.
Jones, Santa Fe, N. M. .
HE
GOODS OBTAINABLE
BEST
ALWAYS HANDLED
7
J. & Hately, Silver City, N. M.
One white yearling filly.
2
One sorrel horse,
years
Branded
F""1
f old, 650 lbs.
On left shoulder
On left shoulder
f"1I SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Said animal being unknown to this
on or
Branded,.
Suddenly the fluffy haired blonde Beard, unless claimed by owner
10
Said animal being unknown to this
giggled, quite without reference to re- before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being
marks made by anyone or to the mar- dav. after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
brothers always v welcome to Uf
quisette blouse upon which she was vertisement, said estray will beot sold before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
comM,
.W. b: Wood., sachem
A,
Regular
wigwcu.
the
benefit
this
Board'
for
the
embroidering an elaborate' design. ey
days after last appearance ot this adnen found.
David Flint, chief of records ail
munication first and
The other members of the sewing cir- onei
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD. . vertisement, said estray will be sold
third Thursday in each
cle looked up inquiringly.
collector ot wampum.
Albuquerqun, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of tbe
month. Visiting broth"Well? demanded young Mrs. Alli- 1st. pub.
23, last pub. Oct 4,1911. owner when found.
Sept
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELK5? Alsets second ana
son, suspiciously. "Has anyone said
"NT
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H. BtiDD. W. M.: ChaS. H.
something funny or is it last week's
William
fourth Tutrsday evening of - each
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Minor."
"Miss Minor!" 1 felt a strange sense
of disappointment
"Does, she come
alone?"
"Most certainly; do you suppose she
would expose me in my present weak
state to the fascinations of any one
else?"
"Oh, so the wind lies in that quarter, does it, old fellow? . I congratu
late you, Tm sure."
My recollection of Miss Minor was
certainly a most pleasant one, and I
recalled to memory the attractive picture of her glossy black ..air and
flashing brown eyes, yet i felt ex
ceedingly small interest it. aga.u meet
ing her. Indeed I was asleep when
she finally entered, and it was the
sound of Caton's voice tiat aroused
me and made me conscious of the
presence of others.
"I shall share these grapes with my
e
over yonder, ' he said laugh
ingly. "By the way, Celia, his voice
sounded strangely familiar to me a
short time ago. Just glance over
there and see If he is any one you
know."
I beard the soft rustle of skirts,
and, without a smile, looked up Into
her dark eyes. There waa a sudden
start of pleased surprise.
"Why," she exclaimed eagerly, "it
la Colonel Curran! Edith, dear, here
is the Rebel who pretended to be
Myrtle Curran's brother."
How the hot blood leaped within my
veins at mention of that name; but
before X could lift my head she had
swept across the narrow aisle, and
was standing beside me. Wife, or
what, there was that within her eyes
which told me a wondrous story. For
the instant, in her surprise and agitation, she forgot herself, and lost that
which had
marvellous
held us so far apart
"Captain Wayne!" she cried, and
her gloved hands fell instantly upon
my own, where it rested without the
coverlet. "You here, and wounded?"
I smiled up at her, feeling now that
my injuries were indeed trivial.
"Somewhat weakened by loss of
blood, Mrs. Brennan, but not dangerously hurt" Then I could not forbear asking softly, "Is it possible you
can feel regret over injuries inflicted
upon a Rebel?"
Her cheeks flamed, and the audacious words served to recall her to our
surroundings.
"Even although I love my country,
and sincerely hope for the downfall of
her enemies," she answered soberly,
"I do not delight in suffering. Were
you in that terrible cavalry charge?
They tell me scarcely a man among
them survived."
I rode with my regiment"
I knew it was your regiment the
name was upon every lip, and even
our own men unite in declaring it a
magnificent sacrifice, a most gallant
deed. You must know I thought in
stantly of you when I was told it was
the act of the th Virginia."
There were tears in my eyes, I
know, as I listened to her, and my
heart warmed at this frank confession of her remembrance.
"I am glad you cared sufficiently
for me," I said gravely, "to hold me
in your thought at such a time. Our
command merely performed the work
given it, but the necessity has cost
us dearly. ' You are yet at General
Sheridan's headquarters?"
"Only temporarily, and simply because there has been no opportunity
to get away, the movements of the
army have been so hurried and uncertain. Since the battle Miss Minor
has desired to remain until assured
of Lieutenant Caton's permanent reHe was most
covery.
severely
vounded, and of course I could not
well leave her here alone. Indeed
I am her guest, as we depart tomorrow for her home, to remain indefinitely."
"But Miss Minor is, I understand, a
native of this State?"
of tbe
"Her hoie is in the foot-hill-s
Blue Ridge, along the valley of the
Cowskin, a most delightful old Southern mansion. I. passed the summer
there when a mere girl, previous to
the war."
"But will it prove safe for you
1
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Tbe blue eyes in 'the freckled, boy
ish face danced
and
ae laid a biff red hand gently upon
aiy forehead.
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cput. Wayna ataru out aa bis dangerous
mission.
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Corps,"
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laid, with a strong Hibernian ac
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CHAPTKR II.-twv messengers ayr
Siake a wUd ride, dodging aquads
"Better than some others I've seen,'
of soldiers, alrooet lose their bearing and final t
managed to articulate faintly. "Who
ly are wlM the lines of th enemy, having penett'sd tha cordon of picket uo-- on?"
"Dtvll a wan of us knows," he adCHAPTER tn. Encountering a email mitted frankly, "but your fellows did
arty of aoldlera In tha darknesa, Wayna the retratlnV
la taken for a federal officer
who came
o keep an appointment, la accepted aa
It was an old, old story to all of us
la representative, and a young lady en
by that time, and I closed my eyes
horseback la given In hU charge,
wearily, content to ask no more.
CHAPTER nr. Tha female companion
1 have no way of
knowing how long
.
.u.-af the two amifhAm mhi, i
k .pf
rested there motionless although
iri, wno, wnw ana oecvmee aware of
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almahae
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painful glare, my sad thoughts busied
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CHAPTER X Titm kelS Ttrtooner tn
m
aea
paaa
ft Confdratea
Is tvjroad at a fiBCn.e
and knowa Usat
Crejg iiM Aelared tba miinaaca.
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CHAPTER XT. Tha cart
la ferosrht
MCora General Sbendan who refoaea to
at

kin tree

oaleaa he revaala tha

wtta memory of those men whom I
had seen reel and fall upon that
stricken field we had battled so vainly
to tare. Once I wondered, with sud- dea start of fear, if I had lost a limb,
it I was to be crippled for life, the
cn thing I dreaded above all else.
FVeliug feebly beneath my
I tested, as best I could, each
tiuib. All were apparently Intact, ali
tkKu$h my left arm- seemed useless
aad devoid of feeling, broken no
iout, and I heaved a sigh of genuine
relief.
Then I became partially
aroused to my surroundings by a
voice speaking from the cot next
mine.
"Tou laiy Irish marine!" "it cried
petulantly, "that beef stew was to
bar been given me an hour ago."
Sare, sor," was the soothing reply,
-it wasnt to be given yer honor till
two o'clock."
-Well it's all of three now."
"Wan thirty, on me sowl, sor."
That first voice sounded oddly
familiar, and I turned my face that
way, but was unable to perceive the
speaker.
"Is that Lieutenant Caton?" I asked
doubtfully.
"Most assuredly it is," quickly.
"And who are you?"
"Coptain Wayne, of the Confederate
Army."
"Oh, Wayne? Glad you spoke, but
extremely sorry to have you here.

acret

CHAPTER XTX Captain Wayna la lad
tv csaMirtLnd that the
woman he admlrea
te E.AUD Brensan, wife of the Federal
who hares him. He la given tbe
ebok--of revealing tha Lao massage or
aa a spy.
f bets ahot
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CHAPTER XjiL Wayne la vescoed
from bia prison by Jed Bungay. One of
them must get a quick report through the
llaes to General Lee and Jed starts on
tbe mission.
CHAPTER XrV.-Flntha garb of
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrate to the ballroom, where
a social army function Is tn progress,
and pretends to be CoL Curran of Ohio.
dtur

--

1,'adly

hurt"

"Xot seriously, I think. No limbs
missing, anyhow, but exceedingly
weak. Where did ther get you?"
"In the side, a musket ball, but extracted. I would be all right if that

CHAPTER XV. The disguised acout Is
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knows
the Curran family and Wayna barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
appears on the scene.
t
CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan recognizes Wayne. She having been led to believe that he had been aent away, learna
of the treachery of MaJ. Brennan and
says she will save him.
CHAPTER XVTT. Mrs. Brennan secures a pass through the inner lines and
goes part way with Wayne when thejr
are suddenly confronted by Brennan.
CHAPTER XVIII. Brennan attempts
to shoot Wayne, but the latter throws his
ssemy to the ground senseless.
CHAPTER X DC. Bidding wry vm? 55
the North adieu, Wayna start- - alone o
a wild dash for liberty. Eneour'ermi
man m - lieutenant's uniform, fc octa-be- U
him to accompany cim.
CHAPTER XX. Hta companion turns
They
But to be Jed Bungay In
towards
clear tha Vrim llnaj ftS
the CooXewaraat eerrr j
e.

lc

cot-mat-

-

"

(Oontteoed ftom
CHAPTER

Yf'erday)
XX!1L

Field Hospital, Sixth Corps.
My head ached so abominably
when I first opened my eyes that I
waa compelled to close them again,
merely realizing dimly that I looked
up at something white above me,
which appeared to sway as though
blown gently by the wind. My groping hand, the only one I appeared
able to move, told me I was lying
with soft sheets
upon a camp-coabout me, and that my head rested
upon a pillow. Then I 'passed once
but this
jnore into, unconsciousness,
time it was asleep.
When I once tnoj;& awakened the
throbbing paifi had largely lef,t my
hot temples.; ad I saw that the swaythe roof
ing whit jrriopy comp?'-tif a. la .cm " --X. unoa
now lay i checkered
golden
'jl
nse the jaaVAs had
-a
masses,
been erected among trees. A faint
moan caused me to mote my head
slightly on the gratefully soft pillow,
and I could perceive a long row of
cots, exactly Btmilar to the one I
filled,
ach apparently
occupied,
stretching away toward an opening
that looked forth into the open air.
A man. was moving slowly down the
narrow aisle toward me, stopping
bere and there to bend over some
sufferer with medicine or a cheery
Word. He wore a short white jacket,
and was without a cap, his head of
oeavy red hair a most conspicuous
I enhbject As he approached
deavored to speak, but for the moment
to the efmy throat refused response
fort. Then I managed to ask feebly:
t,

"Captain Wayne!" She Cried.

lazy Irish scamp would only give me
half enough to eat. By ' the way.
Wayne, of course I never got the
straight of it, for there re
stories about the arfair flying
around, and those most interested will
not talk, but one of your special
friends, and to my notion a most
charming young woman, will be In
here to see me sometime this afternoon. She will be delighted to meet
you again, I'm sure."
"One of my friends?" I questioned
Incredulously, yet instantly thinking
ing of Edith Brennan. "A young woman?"
"Sure; at least she has confessed
enough to me regarding that night's
work to make me strongly suspicious
that Captain Wayne, of the Confederate Army, and Colonel Curran, late
Halleck's staff, are
of Major-Generone and the same person. A mignty
neat trick, by Jove, and it would have
done you good to see Sheridan's face
when they told him. But about the
young lady she claims great friendship with the gallant Colonel of light
artillery and her description of his appearance at the ball is assuredly a
masterpiece of romantic fiction. Come,
Captain, surely you are not the kind
of man to forget a pretty face like
that? I can assure you, you made a
deep impression. There are times
when I am almost jealous of you."
"But," 1 protested, my heart beat
ing rapidly, "I met several that eve
ning, and you have mentioned no
name."
"Well, to me it chances there is
but one worthy of mention," he said
earnestly, "and that ona is Cells
half-a-doze-n

now?"
"Oh, indeed, yes; everybody says
so. It is entirely out of the track of

both armies, and has completely es-- 1
caped despoliation. But you, Captain
Wayne; surely you have already
risked enough?"
"There is Much suffering upon both
sides, but surely even you would not
wish me to be other than true to
what I look upon as a duty?"
'
"No; I I think I I respect you
more."
the
I clasped her hand close within my
.

"

.

own.

"Your words encourage me greatly,"

I said earnestly. "I have done so much
to bring you trouble and sorrow that
I have been fearful lest it bad cost
me what I value more highly than you
can ever know,"

These words were unfortunate, and
instantly brought back to her a memory which seemed a barrier between
us. I read the change in her averted
face.
"That can never be, Captain
Wayne," ehe returned calmly, yet rising even as she spoke. "You have
come into my life under circumstances
so peculiar as to make me always
your friend. Celia," and she turned
toward the others, "is It not time we
were going? I am very sure the doc
tor said you were to remain with
Lieutenant Caton but a brief time.1
"Why, Edith," retorted the other,
gayly, "I have been ready for half an
hour haven't I, Arthur? but you
were so deeply engrossed with your
Rebel I hadn't the heart to interrupt
1 could see the quick color as It
inounted over Mrs. Brennan's throat

f-
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"Nonsense," she answered; "we have
not been here that length of time."
Did the Major emerge fror- - out the
late entanglement unhurt?" It was Caton's voice that spoke.
(
Much to his regret, I believe, he
was not even under fire." The tone
was cool and collected again. "I will
Lieutenant; doubtless
say good-bye- .
we shalf see you at Mountain View so
soon as you are able to take the journey. And, Captain Wayne, I trust I
shall soon learn of your complete recovery."
My eyes followed them down the
lot g aisle. At the entrance she
glanced back, and. I lifted my hand.

Whether she marked the gesture I
do not kno, for the next instant
both ladles- had disappeared without
The night drew slowly down, and
as it darkened, only one miserable
lamp shed its dim days throughout the
great tent; nurses moved noislessly
from cot to cot, and I learned something of the nature of my own injuries from the gruff old surgeon who
dressed the wound in my chest and
the splints along my arm.
It must have been midnight possibly even later, when a number of
rapid shots fired outside the tent
aroused me, and I heard many voices
shouting, mingled with the tread of
had alhorses' feet. The night-watcready disappeared, and the startled inmates of the tent ' were in a state of
intense confusion. As I lifted myself
slightly, dazed Jay the sudden uproar
and eager to learn its cause, the tent-flawhich had been lowered to exclude tbe cold night air, was hastily
jerked aside, and a man stepped within, casting one rapid glance about
that dim interior. The flaring lamp
o jrhead revealed to me a short,
heavy-se- t
figure, clad in a gray uni-

h

p,

.
form.
'No one here need feel alarm," he
said quietly. "We are not making war
Are there any
upon the wounded.

Confederates present able to travel?"
A dozen eager voices answered him,
and men began to crawl out of their
cots onto the floor.
"We can be burdened with no helpless or badly wounded men," he said
sternly. "Only those able to ride. No,
my man, you are in too bad shape to
travel. Very sorry, my boy, but it
can't be done. Only your left arm,
you say? Very well, move out in front
there. No, lad, it would be the death
of you, for we must ride fast and
hard."
n
He came to a pause a
cots away from me, and seemed about
to retrace his steps. Dim as the
light was, I felt convinced I had formerly seen that short figure and stern
face with its closely cropped beard.
"Mosby," I called out, resolved to
risk his remembrance, "Colonel Mosby, isn't It possible to take me?"
"Who are you?" he questioned
sharply, turning in the direction of
half-doze-

my voice.

Wayne," I answered
eagerly,
"Wayne, of the th Virginia." .
In an Instant he was standing beside my cot, hiB eyes filled with
anxious Interest.
"Phil Wayne, of Charlottesville?
You here? Not badly hurt, my boy?"
"Shot and bruised, Colonel, but I'd
stand a good deal to get out of this."
"And, by the Eternal, you shall;
that is, if you can travel in a wagon-HerSims, Thomas; two of you carry
and
this officer out. Take be
all easy now."
The fellows picked me up tenderly,
and bore me slowly do,,n the central
aisle. Mosby walked beside us aa
far aa the outer opening.
"Put him down there by the fire,"
he ordered, "until I look over the rest
of these chaps and divide the wheat
from the chaff."
e,

CHAPTER XXIV.
A Night Ride of the Wounded.

It was a wild, rude scene without,
yet In Its way typical of a
d

chapter of Civil War. Moreover it was one with which I. was not
entirely unacquainted. Years of cavalry scouting, bearing me beyond the
patrol lines of the two great armies,
had frequently brought me into con- irregular forces which,
with us, often rendered most efficient
service by preying on the scattered
Federal camps and piercing their lines
of communication. Seldom risking an
engagement in the open, their policy
was rather to dash down upon some
outpost or poorly guarded wagon
train, and retreat with a rapidity ren
dering pursuit hopeless. It was parti
san warfare, and appealed to many
to abide the stricter dis
cipline of regular service. These bor
der rangers would rendezvous under
some chosen leader, strike an unexpected blow where weakness had teen
discovered, then disappear as quickly
as they came, oftentimes pcatteriiig
widely until the call went forth for
some fresh assault. It was service
not dissimilar to that performed dur
(ng the Revolutionary struggle Ly
Sumter and Marion in the Caroiinas,
and added in the, aggregate many a
day to the COhtest of tb Confederacy
Among these wild, rough rldera between the lines no leader Was more
favorably known of our army, nor
more dreaded by the enemy, than
Mosby. Daring to the point of recklessness, yet wary as a fox, counting
when
opposing numbers nothing
weighed against the advantage of surprise, tireless In saddle, audacious in
resource, quick to plan and equally
quick to execute, he was always
where least expected, and it was
seldom he failed to win reward for
those who rode at his back. Possessing regular rank in the Confederate Arir.jv makin? renort of Ma op
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his
erations to trie commancfer-lnchlef- ,
peculiar talent as a partisan leader
had won him what was practically an
Independent command. Knowing him
as I did, I was not surprised that he
should now have swept suddenly out
of the black night upon the very verge
of the battle to drive his irritating
Federal vicBtlng Into tbe
tory.
An empty army wagon, the "U. S.
A." yet conspicuous upon Us canvas
cover, had been overturned and, fired
In front of the hospital tent to give
light to the raiders. Grouped about
beneath the trees, and within the glow
of the flames, was a picturesque squad
g
feof horsemen, hardy,
llow the most of them, their clothing
an odd mixture of uniforms, but every man heavily armed and admirably
equipped for service. Some remained
mounted, lounging carelessly In their
saddles, but far the larger number
wound
were on fcot, their bridle-rein- s
about their wrists. All alike appeared
alert and ready for any emergency.
How many composed the party I was
unable to judge with accuracy, as they
constantly came and went from out
the shadows beyond the circumference
of the fire. As all sounds of firing
had ceased, J concluded that the work
Planned had been already accomUndoubtedly, surprised as
plished.
they were, the small Federal force
left to guard this point had been quickly overwhelmed and scattered.
The excitement attendant upon my
release bad left me for the time being
utterly forgetful as to the pain or my
wounds, so that weakness alone held
me to tbe blanket upon which I had
The night was aecidely
been left.
chilly, yet I had scarcely begun to
feel its discomfort, when a man strode
forward from out of the nearer group
and stood looking down upon me. He
was a young fellow, wearing a gray
artillery jacket, with high, cavalry
boots coming above the knees. I no
d
ticed his firmly set jaw, and a
revolver stuck carelessly in
his belt, but observed no symbol of
rank about him.
"Is this Captain Wayne?" he asked,
not unpleasantly.
I answered by an inclination of the
3i:d, and he turned at once toward
tli3 others.
"Cass, bring three men over here,
and carry this officer to the same
wagon you did the others," he com- "Fix him comfort
insiided briefly.
ably, but be in a hurry about it."
They lilted me' in the blanket, one
ho' ding tightly at either corner, and
bore me tenderly out into, the night.
Once one of them tripped over a pro
jecting root, and the sudden jar of his
stumble thot a spasm of pain through
me, which caused me to cry out even
through my clinched teeth.
"Pardon me, lr.ds," I panted,
ashamed of the weakness, "but it
slipped out before I could help it."
"Don't be after a mentionin' av It,
yer honor," returned a rich brogue.
"Sure an me feet got so mixed oup
that 1 w oiid her 1 flian t drap ye cu- toirely."
"If ye had, Clency," said the man
named Cass, grimly, "I reckon as how
the Colonel would have drapped you."
At the foot of a narrow ravine, leading forth into the broader vailey, we
came to a Covered army wagon, to
which four mules had been already attached. The canvas was drawn aside,
and I was lifted up and carefully
in the hay that thickly covered
the bottom. It was so intensely dark
within I could see nothing of my im
mediate surroundings, but a low moan
told me there must be at least one
other wounded man present. Outside
I heard the tread of horses' hoofs, and
then the sound of Mosby's voice.
"Jake," he said, "drive rapidly, but
with as much care as possible. Take
the lower road after you cross the
bridge, and you will meet with no patrols. We will ride beside you tor a
couple of miles."
Then a hand thrust aside the can
vas, and a face peered In. I caught
a faint glimmer of stars, but could
distinguish little else.
"Boys," Bald the leader, kindly, "I
wish I might give you better transpor
tation, but this is the only form of vehicle we can find. I reckon you'll get
pretty badly bumped over the road
you are going; but I'm furnishing you
all the chance to get away in my pow
er. We shall guard you as long as
necessary, and then must leave you
to the kindly ministrations of the
driver."
He reached in, leaning down from
his saddle to do so, drew the blanket
somewhat closer about me, and was
gone. I caught the words of a sharp,
short order, and the heavy wagon
lurched forward, Its wheels humping
over the irregularities In the road,
each jolt sending a fresh spasm of
pain through my tortured body.
May the merciful God ever protect
me from such a ride again! It seemed
Interminable, while each long mile
we traveled brought with It new and
greater agony of mind and hodv.
hard-earne-

d
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Stop In at 0. G. Schaefer'a and get
free sample of ZEMO and ZEMO

SOAP.

The surest and most economical
treatment for eczema, pimples, dan
druff and all diseases of the skin ana
scalp. Do not neglect this. They will
give you nrompt relief and put you on
the road to a cure. Good for infants s well as grown persons.
,

Blobba "Do you think 13 is an
unlucky number at table?" Slobhs
is only
"Yes, especially if there
enough for 12."
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Vegetables

Choice Rhubarb
Home Grown Lettuce
California Lettuce
.,, ,(
Radishes
Green Onions
:
Cucumbers
Carrots
Mangoes
Sweet Potatoes
California Tomatoes :
Soup Bunches, Celery
,
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Fruits

Ripe Pears
V
Peaches
California Grapes
.......
Cantaloupes
New Mexico Musk Melon
Preserving Pears
Preserving Plums
f;:
Oranges
Bananas, Choice Apples
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COAL AND VJOOD
WHOLESALE AIID RETAIL
Anthracite

wom.

Coal, all sizes

Qm

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
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Santiago Amoyo was arrested yesterday by Officer Ed Ward on the
charge of drunkenness. He pleaded
guilty when summoned before Justice
of the Peace D. R. Murray and was
released upon paying the costs, as it
is said that this is his first time oft
the water wagon.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
.

First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, Preside
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashitfr
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

of Eddy
Sheriff J. P. Cooper,
county, arrived this afternoon from
Carlsbad with Ernest Tarrison, a patient for the New Mexico Insane
asylum, in his care. Harrison is a
candidate for the violent ward and
when taken from the train struggled
to free himself from his guards and
they had a difficult time putting him
in the cab to be taken to the asylum.
He was well tied up, however, and
the sheriff landed his charge safely
in the hands of George, Ward, warden
of the asylum.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
f
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchanged
A

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Poachoc

Shorts

:

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
: :
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

While they
Inot

as

Phone Main 131

per pound
The Graaf

& Hay ward Co.

TheTSattle Hymn of the Republic
a magnificently elaborate conception
of scenic splendor, profoundly im
pressive in patriotic spirit and pur
pose. Photoplay tonight

The Home of

It has been suggested by the fair
association that since the date set
for the. big San Miguel county fair
la only a week away, it would be
well to leave in place all decorations
that the merchants have put up for
the republican convention. It will be
Ho more difficult to take them down
then than after the convention and
the city will be beautifully decor
ated for the fair. Las Vegas has
never been more beautiful and bet
ter lighted and it will be a credit
and a help to the city to have It bo
at the time of the big county fair.
At this time there will be visitors
here from all parts of the state to see
the big agricultural exhibit and to
tave the city dressed in its gayest
on that occasion would no doubt be
a

Hart Schaffner
and

Marx Good
Clothes
If you are enough inter
ested in fine clothes to enjoy looking at them we
want you to know we are

advertisement

good

enough interested to enjoy

WOMAN AND HER SHOES
From the claim department of the
Pennsylvania railroad comes a report
that most of the accidents suffered
by women in railway stations and
in getting on or off trains are due
shoes or to hobble
to
skirts.
We have here another evidence of
one of the most perverse of feminine
Women seem Inca
peculiarities.
of
learning how to change their
pable
dress to fit the thing they are going
to do. No man would wear a dancing pump or a dress shoe to take a
walk on Broadway or to make a rail
way trip. He will change his shoes
if he is going to play golf, and would
change them again if he were going
duck shooting. But a woman will
d
bottines at home
wear
and abroad, in town and country, in
the parlor and on the street
One authority says mat "women
will follow style regardless of life and
limb." Such a devotion would not
be without merit if the style were
well chosen. But why should they
stick to one style of shoes when they
have Buch narrow heels when the
hats have such wide brims?
high-heele-

d

showing
We've

.

Store

charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our
driver.

J. II. STEARNS

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

Has on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums. Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

In Vegetables
Cauliflower, egg plant summsr squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green clili, mangoes', quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.
:

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

Phone Mna 462

;

The new

"ASQUARE DEAL"

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a

proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light 6 Power Co
Let Us Make a Happy

Home For You
You furnish the girl

and we'll furnish the
House
il I'll ill fo &.

Wait?
A41rmh Hi 1.i Why
III

1

A

little payment every

week will do.

J. C. Johns en & Son
"Complete Home Furnishers'

Nell How does Miss Antique manage to kill time? Belle Oh, she
suppresses a few birthdays now an4
then.

THE
Finch's

Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

,

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
. Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

i!'Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13,

Don't Try to
Bake 7itto
Week

$1000
"to be raced

"Bull" Durham Stake for

"Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct.

2:1a Pacers
13.

This stake

was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac. Barth, Pres.
i.

Secy-Mng- r.

Sanitary Bread

Harris For SaJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

V

See them in our window any day. Most of these make
75c per dozen
fine cut flowers. Try Some '
Select the varieties for your next years plantingnow. Over.
35 varieties to select from.

show

GREENBERGER

Cakes and Rolls

Our Display of Dahlia Blooms
Is Especially Fine Now

got them to

say:

Just in. Just opened up for your inspection.

Housecleaning

Can be made easy
by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the

And

models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

o

There will be no services at Tem
ple Montefolre this evening. The services for the celebration of the day
of Atonement will be observed this
AUCTION SALE
and in the aosence of a rabbi,
iyear
To be sold at public auction, Monj
Ilfeld will officiate. The first
Ludwig
10
day, October 2nd, beginning at
service
win De sunaay nignt ai s
o'clock sharp, all the household furthe other at 10 o'clock
o'clock
and
H.
A.
home
of
niture at the
Harris,
AH stores owned
Monday
morning.
1027, Sixth street.
x r
Jewish merchants will be closed
by
of
chairs, tahles, rugs,
Consisting
bedroom sets, stoves, sideboard, china Monday in observance of the holiday.
closet sectional book case, piano,
'
ISLAND COTTON GROWERS
sewing machine, couch, and various
29. A
mass
Ga., Sept.
Valdosta,
mento
other articles too numerous
convention of the sea island cotton
tion.
C. A. M'MILLAN, Auctioneer. growers of Georgia, South Carolina
and Florida met here to discuss plans
fo rmarketing the crop and other matNO COMMISSION CHARGED
The conBy us for listing your furnished ters of common interest.
ference probably will continue over
rooms during state contention:.
tomorrow.
SUTLER BROTHERS
Rentals.
Inshurance,
614 Lincoln Ave., Tel. Main 124.
The members of the committee ol
the woman's department at the Las
Vegas Agricultural Fair will be at
the armory Tuesday and Wednesday
afternoons, October 3rd and 4th from
2 to 5 o'clock, to receive exhblts for
display In this department. All exhibits must be in at this time.

them.

The new fall weaves, colors and patterns.

too.

high-heele-

Send your order for

GROCER.

'
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Your Fall

Bran

Las Vegas

,f

y

Phone MeJn 193V Medn 194

rrK tScreened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

Pedro Hernandez, of Socorro," was
placed In the New Mexico Asylum for
the insane to receive treatment yesterday. Sheriff Tally of Socorro
cofTnty escorted him to the city.

the finest pictures eve?
One
shown "The Battle Hymn of the Refrom the famous
Isn't that draft beer fine at the public" dramatized
' written
and
song,
poem
by JulU
Opera Bar?
Ward Howe during the civil waf
.
Hot lunch every morning at 10 Photoplay tonight and Saturday.
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
The government fish car, which
a trip through New Mexico
makes
Wanted At Optic office, large
stocking the trout streams, hat
clean cotton rags, 6c per lb.
started on its annual round and will
Lost Small brooch set with pearls. reach Las Vegas on or about OctoReturn to 515 Washington and re- ber 12. At this trip a supply of trout
will again be put in the headwaters
ceive reward.
of the Galllnas so that next season
dram of Old Taylor bourbon the fishermen of the Meadow City
Try
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar may go on expeditions In quest of
trout and return loaded down with
rels on the bar.
big fish and big fish stories.
Regular weekly stage to Harvey's
Tonight will occur the big illumln
in the morning.
Leave orders at
ated automobile parade, and at 7:30
Murphey's.
oclock the procession will form at
For Rent Cheap for the winter, the Plaza. Here the drivers will be
the Hoban-Harveplace on the boule- given torches with which to decorate
the machines. The line of procession
vard. Cutler Bros.
wil follow the car tracks from the
The Thursday afternoon Bridge Plaza to St. Anthony's sanitarium.
club met yesterday with Mrs. L Bach-arac- h The ' lines according to the plans of
at her home on the corner of the committee ' gftily ' decorated
the committee will be lighted 'by col
Fifth and Washington.
ored lights an with all of the automoA marriage license was issued this biles gaily decorated and illuminated
morning to Miss Lulsa Martinez and the parade should be a big success
Fabian Chacon at the county court The number of machines though not
house. Both the young persons are definitely known will he greater than
oh the last occasion and will make a
residents of La Cuesta.
fine apeparance.
"The Battle Hymn of the Repu
lie." This patriotic and historic picRev. E. C. Anderson has gone to
ture portrays the writing of the fa- Albuquerque to attend the annual
mous national hymn by Julia Ward conference of New Mexfco Method
Howe. Photoply tonight
ists, which held its opening session
there yesterday afternoon. Mr. An
The teachers of the public schools derson was accompanied on his trip
are planning, to give a reception to to the Duke City by BoBhop Quayle,
the Instructors at the Normal school who stopped over in Las Vegas Wed
and those in the schools on the West nesday night to give his famous lecside on Friday, October 6, at .the ture "Jean Valjean." It is hoped by
the people of the First Methodist
Castle school bulldrag.
church of Las Vegas that when the
Our neckwear and shirts cannot be bishop makes the appointments this
appreciated unless they are seen. year no change will be made affect
Come in and see them and you will ing Mr. Anderson, as he has a placu
admit that we have the finest mer- in the hearts of his congregation that.
s .
chandise in Greater Las Vegas at Tat would be hard to fill..
chert's, 610 Douglas avenue.
barber shop.

The Store That's Always Busy

In

get the best at Nolette'i

SEPTEMBER

to

These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had tfcem at
our. ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
'.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

P. S.
ery Day

J. P.

Goods Fresh

a

Van Houterv Co.

Shoem&kar, N. M.

Ev,

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLSEYE

